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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview of Results

In June 1983, the U.S. House of Representatives mandated the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development to conduct a study to determine
the physical renovation needs of the nation's Public and Indian Housing stock
and to estimate the cost of correcting deficiencies and subsequently
mainta1ning that housing stock in adequate phys1cal condition The Hous1ng
and Community Development Act of 1987 repeated that mandate. Congressional
and HUD interest was spurred by concern that the current Comprehensive
Improvement Assistance Program (the major exist1ng program for funding the
modern1zation of Public Hous1ng) might not be meeting the needs of certain
segments of the aging inventory.

Beginning in December 1983, Abt Associates Inc. of Cambr1dge,
Massachusetts, designed and conducted a comprehensive survey of the
modern1zation needs of a representative sample of Public and Indian Housing
developments throughout the country. Some 2,194 dwelling units and 3,120
residential buildings at 1,000 Public Hous1ng developments were inspected by
more than 80 architects and engineers utilizing specially des1gned methods of
measur~ng and costing modernization needs.

The 1nspections involved the count and measurement of the indiv1dual
components of each of 101 observable building systems, which represent an
inclus1ve list of the physical aspects of a project (e.g., boilers, windows,
floors, s1dewalks, etc.). The inspections also included a rating of the
repair/replacement actions which were needed for each of the observed
components. These repair/replacement actions ranged from no action needed, to
minor repair, to total replacement of all components of a system. For each
possible system action, the R S. Means Company developed an associated cost to
perform that action (with appropriate adjustments for builder overhead/profit
on differing size jobs and different geographic construction costs). The data
base which resulted from the inspections contains approx1mately 277,000
individual observations on 101 different systems in each of the sampled
developments. This cross sectional evaluation of the condition of the Public
Housing stock as of mid-1985 is the primary data base for the Modernization
Needs Study.

The first report of the Modernization Needs Study was prepared by Abt
Associates and assessed the current (backlog) level of modern1zation required
for the health, safety, bUilding integrity, and viability of the Public
Housing stock. 1 That report prov1ded estimates of the (1) repairs and
replacements needed on the current physical components of proJects (FIX), (2)
additions and upgrades to the current physical components (ADDs), (3)
reconfiguration actions to 1mprove long-term project viability (REDESIGN),

1 Study of the Modernization Needs of the Public and Indian Housing Stock
National, Regional and Field Office Estimates: Backlog of Modernization

Needs, Bain, Dixon, et. al , Abt Associates Inc., Cambridge, MA, March 1988.
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(4) act10ns to increase energy efflclency and reduce energy costs (ENERGY
CONSERVATION), (5) modificatlons to Public Houslng units and common spaces to
make them more accessible to the handicapped (ACCESSIBILITY), (6) the
abatement of lead-based paint hazards (LEAD-BASED PAINT ABATEMENT), and (7)
the cost of modern1z1ng the Indian housing stock

This second report In the Modernization Needs series, "Future Accrual of
Capital Repair and Replacement Needs of Public Housing," examines the amount
of funds that will be needed in the future to repair and replace developments'
physical components as they wear out and the implications of different funding
levels on projected needs. In addition, an appendix to this report presents
revised estimates of the 1985 FIX backlog Such revisions were necessitated
by the identification of systematlc errors ln the underlylng data base and
estimating procedures that were used to generate the orlginal Abt statistics

Two additional reports from the Modernization Needs Study are scheduled
to be released at a later date. The third report, "Project Characteristics
Associated with the Modernlzation Needs of Public Housing," will analyze the
relatlonshlp between repair and replacement needs and the characteristics of
housing developments, including age, type of building, location, and type of
occupancy The fourth report, "Evaluation of the Comprehensive Improvement
Assistance Program," will examine PHA, pro] ect manager, and field office
responses to questions about the effectlveness of the ClAP

1.1 Scope of Report

The principal objective of thlS report is to estimate, on a yearly basis,
the additional repair and replacement needs that will accrue in Public Housing
over the next fifteen years. We begin by making a dellberate over-simplifying
assumption that the repair and replacement needs found at the time of the 1985
inspections have all been met and that future needs are addressed in a timely
fashion. On the basis of these assumptions, we estimate the needs that will
arise in each subsequent year as a result of the physical aging of bUilding
components. These "baseline ll accrual forecasts, in combination with the
estimated backlog, provide a critical starting point for understanding the
minimum level of expenditures that would be required to repair and maintain
the Public Housing stock. These "baseline" estimates provide us the
benchmarks to make estimates under other assumptions.

We then relax our initial assumptions in order to examine the accrual
that would occur under more realistic circumstances. Such estimates are used
to update the original Abt backlog estimates to account for the additional
needs that may have occurred since 1985. They are also used to estimate
accrual on the other categories of needs identlfled in the first report, and
to assess the long-term implications of alternative appropriation levels.

The baseline accrual estimates presented in this report reflect three
distinct types. of needs: (1) age-related accrual associated with the systems
and. physical configurations that were present at the time of the Abt
inspections (AGE Accrual); (2) estimates associated with extraordinary events
such as fires, vandalism, or natural disasters (EXTRAORDINARY Needs); and (3)
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accrual assoclated wlth ADDs (ADDs Accrual) and other categories of the
backlog As described in Chapter 2, our estimatlng procedures differ
according to the type of need explored, although each employed the cost and
lnspection data WhlCh were developed by Abt Associates.

1.2 Baseline Accrual Forecasts

Exhibit 1 1 presents our baseline estimates of the costs of meeting the
ongoing capital repair and replacement needs of Public Housing over the next
15 years, assuming that all existing (FIX) deficiencies have been corrected
and that Mandatory ADDs have been addressed 2 All costs have been expressed
in 1988 dollars, and have been adjusted to reflect the net increase In the
size of the Publlc Houslng stock that has occurred since 1985.

The flrst column in the chart deplcts the accrual that would be
associated with the stock as currently configured. Such accrual results from
the predictable failure of bUllding components from aging and wear and tear
(i.e., AGE Accrual) The second column presents the accrual that would occur
as a result of Mandatory ADDs (ADDs Accrual). The third column represents a
total of columns 1 and 2, and is presented for illustrative purposes only.
Several potentlally slgnificant costs are not lncluded in the sum, including
costs associated with extraordinary events and costs assoclated with other
possible ADDs events

The AGE Accrual estimates (Column 1) were generated by an Accrual
Forecasting Model which used lnformation on the current ages, conditions, and
expected lifetimes of all existing building systems to predict component
failure and replacement needs in future years. These age-related needs range
from $1,113 million (or $857 per unlt) in the lnitial year to $1,532 million
in the fifteenth year (or $1,179 per unit)

Column 2 presents the proJected accrual needs associated with Mandatory
ADDb.' As uefore, these baseline accrual estimates assume that the ADDs
actions have been addressed. The projected ADDs accrual reflects the
additional aged-related needs that will arise over time to keep these
additional building components in good repalr. Estimated accrual ranges from

2 The ADDs identified by the PHA's were rated by the on-site inspectors on
a scale of 1 to 5 The inspector's second opinion (ISO) ratings of 1 or 2
indicated agreement with the need stated by the PHA. ISO ratings of 3 or higher
indicate no opinion or disagreement with the PHA. Mandatory ADDS have been
defined to include ISO categories 1 and 2 required by Code or Modernization
Standards. For estimates of the additional accrual that would be associated with
other ADDs actions, see Exhibit 3.7.

3 Because of the higher likelihood that mandatory ADDs events will have
taken place, the accrual costs associated with these have been presented in
Exhibit 1.1. The presentation of the accrual costs associated with other ADDS
events In Exhibit 3.7 allows for the inclusion of other ADDs into any projected
total accrual cost.



Exhibit 1. 1

Estimated Baseline Accrual Needs by Year:
(millions)

1988 Dollars

Mandatory AGE Plus
ADDs Mandatory

AGE Accrual Accrual 1 ADDs Accrual

Year 1 $1,113 $12 $1,125

Year 2 $1,145 $13 $1,158

Year 3 $1,179 $13 $1,192

Year 4 $1,212 $14 $1,226

Year 5 $1,245 $14 $1,259

Year 6 $1,277 $15 $1,292

Year 7 $1,311 $16 $1,327

Year 8 $1,345 $17 $1,362

Year 9 $1,378 $17 $1,395

Year 10 $1,409 $18 $1,427

Year 11 $1,439 $19 $1,458

Year 12 $1,468 $20 $1,488

Year 13 $1,494 $21 $1,515

Year 14 $1,516 $23 $1;539

Year 15 $1,532 $24 $1,556

1 The ADDs identified by the PHA's were rated by the on-site inspectors
on a scale of 1 to 5. The inspector's second opinion (ISO) ratings of 1 or 2
indicated agreement with the need stated by the PHA. ISO ratings of 3 or
higher indicate no opinion or disagreement with the PHA. Mandatory ADDS have
been defined to include ISO categories 1 and 2 required by Code or
Modernization Standards. For estimates of the additional accrual that would
be associated with other ADDs actions, see Exhibit 3.7. This estimate is
based on the assumption that all recommended mandatory ADDs actions had been
fully implemented.
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a m1n1mum of $12 million 1n Year 1 -- when the ADDs components are new - to
$24 million by the end of the forecast period. These aggregate statistics
translate 1nto per-unit annual averages of $9 and $18, respectively

Periodically, repair needs arise from unpredictable extraordinary events
such as f1res, natural disasters, or vandalism. Because of their
unpredictability, 1t is impossible to estimate with any certainty the amount
of these repair needs which might arise in any year. For purposes of this
study, we estimated the costs of meeting these types of repair needs in the
year proceeding the inspection to be $515 million, or $397 per unit. This
est1mate was der1ved by assuming that the same proportion of observed
extraordinary repair needs arose in the prior year as the proport10n of Age
related repair needs estimated to have occurred in the prior year based on the
Age-related accrual model Addit10nally, because of the nature of these
events, some portion of the cost of the repairs associated with them would be
reimbursed through insurance (or self-insurance) funds, and would not be a
charge to modern1zation funds. The extent of insurance coverage or
ava1lab1lity of non-ClAP funds for these events was beyond the scope of this
study

1.3 Accrual Under More Realistic Assumptions

The baseline accrual forecasts depict the ongoing repair and replacement
expenditures that would be required under an adequately funded, well
mainta1ned system These forecasts assume that all existing deficiencies have
been corrected and that future repair and replacement needs are addressed on a
timely basis.

The second part of the study examines accrual under a more realistic set
of assumptions and, in particular, estimates the ongoing accrual that is
likely to occur under existing funding levels. This enables us to address two
separate issues: (1) what is the probable backlog in 19881, and (2) how is
this backlog likely to change in future years under alternative funding
scenar~os?

The procedures which were used to derive these forecasts are less precise
than those which underlie the baseline accrual estimates, and are based on a
number of key assumptions that could affect the results significantly. As a
result, the statistics presented here should be interpreted with caution, and
only used to establish broad benchmarks for the probable impact of future
appropr1at10n levels. The key assumptions are: (1) actual PHA spending on
modernization conforms to the categories approved by HOD Field Offices. In
the absence of actual PHA spending information, data from the Field Office
Data Entry Modernization Approval Data System (FODEMADS) were used to estimate
expenditures; and (2) recent patterns of expenditure between types of
categories (Fix, Mandatory ADDs, etc.) remain the same into the future.

Exhibit 1.2 presents estimates of the backlog of modernization needs in
Publ1c Housing in 1985 and 1988. The original Abt estimates have been
adjusted to correct for systematic errors in the underlying data base (see
Appendix D), and then updated to reflect 1988 prices and the current size of



Exhibit 1.2

Revised Backlog Estimates

1985 1988 1988
Original Updated Unfunded

Backlog Backlog Backlog
(1985 $)1 (1988 $)2 (1988 $)3

FIX $8,520.0 $11,918 8 $9,919.6

Mandatory ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $881. 0 $778 1 $571.4

3 $408 3 $432.1 $432.1
4 $170.3 $180.2 $180 2
5 $105.7 $111 9 $111. 9

Project Specific ADDs
ISO 1 & 2 $5,470.4 $5,487 0 $5,162.4

3 $2,028.1 $2,146.3 $2,146.3
4 $1,211. 9 $1,282.5 $1,282 5
5 $584.1 $618 1 $618.1

Misc ADDs
No ISOs $515.4 $545.4 $545.4
Other ADDs $6.1 $6.5 $6.5
HUD Prohibited $104.8 $110.9 $110 9

Redesign $2,063.0 $2,123.0 $2,057.9

Lead Abatement $446.0 $448 9 $372.7

1 The Backlog of Modernization Needs report prepared by Abt Associates
reported a FIX estimate of $9,307 million. Subsequent corrections in the data
base and estimation procedures led to a revised estimate of $8,520 million
expressed in 1985 dollars. No other categories of the original report have
been affected by the data revisions.

2 All estimates have been revised to 1988 dollars, an 5.83 percent
increase. The FIX estimate has been increased by 3 17 percent to account for
additions to the inventory between 1984 through 1988. Estimated accrual and
costs of delay have been added to all categories. The FIX estimate does not
contain possible accrual costs associated with extraordinary events.

3 This is the result of subtracting the unexpended but approved ClAP
funds from the updated Backlog estimate.



Exhibit 1.2 (Continued)

Energy4

Hand~capped5

1985
Orig~na1

Backlog
(1985 $)

$939 0

$232.0

1988
Updated
Backlog

(1988 $)

$745.2

$241.8

1988
Unfunded

Backlog
(1988 $)

$601.3

$233 6

4 As suggested in the original Backlog Report, the ENERGY study estimate
is used rather than the ENERGY ADDs estimates.

5 As suggested in the original Backlog Report, the HANDICAPPED estimate
of this report is based upon the HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY estimate and one
half of the estimate of HANDICAPPED ADDs, ISO 1 and 2.
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the housing stock. The stat~stics also incorporat~ the net effects of ongoing
accrual and modernizat~on expenditures that have occurred since 1985.

Since Abt designed and conducted the survey of modernization needs in
1985, legislative and potential regulatory requirements for lead-based paint
abatement have been considerably broadened The cost of lead abatement
activities may be substantially higher than the cost estimated in this report·
Similarly, the 504 regulations governing the required availability of
handicapped accessible units were issued in 1988. The cost reported may not
accurately reflect the implications of the 504 regulations.

According to our estimates, modernization needs associated with
categories other than FIX have remained relatively constant over time and, in
real terms, have actually declined. However, estimated FIX needs rose from
$8,520 million in 1985 to $11,919 million in 1988 as described below
Measured in 1988 dollars, the backlog grew at an average annual rate of 8.7
percent.

The ~ncrease in the estimated FIX backlog reflects a 3 percent growth of
the Public Housing stock, as well as a significant difference between ongoing
FIX accrual (about $1.3 billion per year) and assumed annual expenditures on
FIX-type needs ($512 million per year).4 Ongoing accrual arose from two
different sources: (1) normal age-related accrual as estimated by the accrual
model; and (2) postponed capital replacements (cost of delay) which gave rise
to needs that would not be observed if repairs had been made on a t~mely basis
(e.g., roofing beams damaged by long-lasting leaks in the roof). The last
source of accrual increased annual costs by about 8.7 percent, and would not
occur under an adequately funded, well maintained system.

Exhibit 1.3 projects changes to the existing FIX backlog under
alternative assumptions regarding future ClAP appropriations. To control for
inflation, all costs have been measured in 1988 dollars. Appropriation levels
have been expressed as a percentage of the total funds available in 1988
(i e., $1,749 million). Thus, the "100% increase" scenario represents a
doubling of 1988 ClAP funding, adjusted for inflation.

Based on program experience, the projections assume that approximately
84% of annual appropriations are available for meeting the modernization costs
considered by this study.. They also assume that the allocation of ClAP
funding across the various categories of need will remain as they have in the.
recent past.

As shown in the exhibit, if appropriations remain at their current level~
(in real terms) and if the patterns of modernization expenditures also
continue as they were in 1987, the FIX backlog will rise from $11,918.8
million in 1988 to $18,021.2 million in 2000. The annual appropriations

4 Both the accrual and expenditure data have been translated into 1988
prices.



Exhibit 1.3

Estimated Public Housing Backlog in Selected Years
Under Different Funding Levels

(in millions, 1988 $)

Annual Funding Level
Current Level 1 100% Increase z 150% Increase 3

Estimation Year 1995 2000 1995 2000 1995 2000

FIX $15,224 8 $18,021.2 $11,071.5 $7,112 9 $8,792.1 $1,412.2

Mandatory ADDs
ISO 1 & 2 $212.8 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0
ISO 3 432.1
ISO 4 $180 2 Unchanged Unchanged
ISO 5 111.9

Project Specific
ADDs

ISO 1 & 2 $4,642.2 $3,993 6 $4,064.5 $2,700.2 $3,775.5 $2,052.8
ISO 3 2,146 3
ISO 4 $1,282.5 Unchanged Unchanged
ISO 5 618.1

Misc. ADDs
No ISO 545.4
Others $6.5 Unchanged Unchanged
HUD Prohibited 110.9

Redesign $1,953.9 $1,824.2 $1,838.4 $1,565.7 $1,780.6 $1,436.15

Lead Abatement $180 2 $0 0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0

Energy $386.6 $118 7 $135 4 $0.0 $9.8 $0.0

Handicapped $245.5 $225.6 $228.4 $187.4 $219.9 $168.2

1 Non-Indian, Hard Cost Appropriations of $1,476 annually between 1989
and the year 2000.

Z Non-Indian, Hard Cost Appropriations of $2,952 annually between 1989
and the year 2000.

3 Non-Indian, Hard Cost Appropriations of $3,689.9 annually between 1989
and the year 2000.
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directed towards FIX ($1,048 million) will not offset the new accrual needs
that arise in every year (between $1,113 and $1,532 million) However, the.
annual growth of the backlog (3.5 percent per year) will be considerably less
than the increase observed between 1985 and 1988 (8.7 percent per year) Due
to the relatively long lag between allocations and expenditures, the dramat~c

1ncrease in ClAP funding that occurred in 1987 had only a small effect on
actual spending during the 1985-1988 period

Increasing funding levels significantly above the current level would
reduce the existing backlog over time. For example, doubling current
expend1tures (i e a 100 percent increase) would reduce the backlog by roughly
40 percent over the l2-year per10d. Increasing funding by 150 percent would
e11minate the FIX backlog by the turn of the century Again, the composition
of ClAP expenditures is assumed to remain as it was observed ~n 1987-88
Obviously, 1f the allocation of expenditures between categories changes, the
projected FIX backlog would be affected.

It is also important to recognize that the scenarios which have been
presented in the chart show only part of the overall funding picture. While
the eX1stence of a sizable FIX backlog will necessitate funding levels that
are considerably above those required to meet ongoing accrual needs, once the
backlog has been funded, appropriations could drop to their "steady-state"
ma1ntenance levels. The projections presented in Exhibit 1.3 assume a six
year lag between the initial appropriation and the spending of all
appropriated funds. s As a result, the FIX backlog can be fully funded
considerably before the existing backlog has been eliminated

According to our estimates, if appropriations remain at their current
levels and if the patterns of modernization expenditures continue as they were
observed in 1987-88, the backlog will never be fully funded. However, "full
funding" Of the FIX backlog would be achieved by 1996 if annual appropriations
were ~ncreased over 1988 levels by 150 percent, and by 1994 ~f appropriations
were t:ripled. Once che bdcklog was fully funded, appropriat10ns for FIX
events could drop to the level required to'meet ongoing accrual needs, which
would be about $1,500 million per year.

1.4 Contents of the Report

The remainder of this report is organized into three chapters and a
number of supporting appendices, Chapter 2 describes the study methodology.
Chapter 3 presents the baseline accrual estimates. Chapter 4 projects changes
to the existing backlog that would arise under alternative 'fund1ng levels,
Appendix A presents estimates of the baseline AGE accrual needs by building
system; Appendix B describes the specific replacement actions that were
forecast by the baseline Accrual Forecasting Model, along with the expected
system lives; Appendix C conta1ns a technical description of the accrual
model; and Appendix D presents the revised 1985 FIX backlog est1mates.

S This lag reflects the recent experien~e under ClAP.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

This chapter describes the procedures which were used to derive baseline
estimates of the annual ongoing cap1tal repair and replacement needs in Public
Hous1ng. Three types of needs are projected: (1) ongoing needs associated
with the wear and tear of building systems as currently configured (AGE
Accrual), (2) extraordinary needs associated with f1res, vandalism, and other
acts of God (EXTRAORDINARY Accrual), and (3) additional accrual associated
with modifications to the exist1ng stock as a result of ADDs (ADDs Accrual).
These baseline accrual estimates assume that all eX1st1ng deficienc1es have
been corrected (including ADDs), and that future repair and replacement needs
are made on a timely basis.

The heart of our methodology is the Accrual Forecasting Model, which
predicts the age-related repair and replacement needs of the stock as
currently configured. The model takes information on the age, condition, and
mix of building components in the existing stock, and uses well-established
forecast1ng techniques to project capital repair and replacement needs for
future years These projections comprise the basel1ne AGE Accrual estimates.
In add1tion, by varying certain key assumptions regarding the initial age and
condition of building systems, the Accrual Forecast1ng Model can be used to
estimate accrual associated with other types of needs (e g., EXTRAORDINARY
events and ADDs).

This chapter begins with an overview of the underlying data base. It
then describes the Accrual Forecast1ng model, and enumerates the specific
steps that were involved in estimating the baseline AGE accrual needs. It
Lhell describes our procedures for producing baseline estimates of the annual
accrual associated with extraordinary events, ADDs, and other types of needs.
A more detailed technical description of the forecasting model is presented in
Appendix C

2.1 The Data Base

The starting point for this investigation was the Modernization Needs
data base constructed by Abt Associates to determine the phys1cal condition of
the Public Housing stock and the costs associated with correcting any
ident1fied deficiencies. The data base incorporates the results of physical
inspections of 2,194 dwelling units and 3,120 buildings at a representative
sample of 1,000 Public Housing developments. Each observation was weighted to
ensure that the sample results reflect the conditions in the overall stock of
Public Housing, which contains approximately 1.3 million units in over 11,000
projects.

At each development in the sample, inspectors examined and rated the
condit10n of 101 possible architectural and engineering systems (inclusive of
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all physical aspects of a development) 6 Systems reflect observable
components of the building (e.g., foundat~on, boiler, stairs), the unit (e.g.,
kitchens, bathrooms, interior doors) and the site (e.g., roads, sidewalks,
earthwork) Subsystems are also ~dent~fied when there are significant cost or
physical differences among types or sizes within a given systems category.
(For example, there are distinct~ons between concrete, masonry, wood, and
stone retaining walls.)

The ~nspect10n procedure resulted in a data base of roughly 277,000
observations, where each observation contained information on the size or
specification of the system (e.g., square footage of wall space, number of
windows), as well as an associated 11 fix level, II a code indicating the nature
of the repair required to restore the system to acceptable condition 7 A fix
code of zero always indicated "no action required" Fix codes greater than
zero indicated that various repa1rs and replacements were needed, with higher
levels typ~cally representing more extens~ve and/or expensive actions.
Exhibit 2.1 shows a typical classification scheme for boilers, although the
meaning of fix levels (other than zero) may be different for other systems.

The data base also includes a specialized cost estimation file which can
be used to calculate the cost of completing all required replacements and
repairs. For each system/subsystem and fix level, there is a unique unit cost
associated with correcting the associated deficiency. That unit cost, in
turn, can be multiplied by the quantity involved to derive an estimated cost
of repair. For example, interior solid wooden doors cost $322 each; if 100
such doors require replacement in a given development, the total costs of
correcting these deficiencies would be $32,200. All repair and replacement
costs are assumed to be additive and independent of other actions. As a
result, total modernization needs with1n a given project can be derived by
summing up the estimated repa~r and replacement costs of the different systems
in the project's sites, buildings, and units.

The primary data base of 277,000 Gystem-level obserlations developed by
Abt Associates had been subjected to only partial data evaluation and
correction procedures. Supplemental data cleaning procedures initiated as
part of the accrual analysis uncovered systematic errors in certain weighing
and imputation procedures that necessitated a number of significant changes to
the original data base. As described in Appendix D, the use of this revised
data base had a significant impact on the level and distribution of the
estimated FIX backlog. The figure reported by Abt in its National Estimate
Report was $9,307 million. The revised data base and estimation procedures
yielded an estimate of $8,520 million.

6 For a detailed description of the inspection process, see Modernization
Needs of the Public and Indian Housing Stock: Training Manual, D. Bain, et al.,
Abt Associates.

7 For a description of the specific repair/replacement actions within each
system, see Inspection Handbook: Observable Systems, Abt Associates, April 18,
1985.



Fix Level

o
1
2
3
4

Exhibit 2.1

Fix Level Definitions for Boilers, System 65

Condition Descript~on

No action required, system in good condition
Minor component needs repair or replacement
On~ of the major components has failed
Two of the major components have failed
Entire boiler should be replaced
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2.2 Overview of the Accrual Forecasting Model

The Accrual Forecasting Model (AFM) uses survival modeling techniques to
develop estimates of aggregate failure and replacement rates for the different
systems and to forecast the cost of recurring needs that are a predictable
funct~on of system age 8 The model relies on hazard rate curves, or .
functions, wh~ch specify the probability that a given system fa~ls as a
funct~on of system age

Surv~val models are based upon well-developed techniques and concepts
found in probability theory,' and forecast the probab~lity of an event -
death or failure -- based on the age of the component. While failure is
typically viewed as a once-in-a-l~fetime event, survival models can also be
used to model successive overhauls of a machine. In this case, each overhaul
event is predicted by different models, or by the same model, w~th the age of
the individual system reset to zero after each successive failure.

The Accrual Forecasting Model uses concepts from survival model~ng to
estimate the number of bUilding systems which will fail in a g~ven year, and
to derive an expected cost. The heart of the AFM is the notion that systems
wear out over time. This not~on is captured in a relationship that predicts
whether a system will need repairs or replacement in any particular year based
on the age of that ,system and its expected lifetime. 1o Such predicted
relationships are appl~ed to each system/subsystem observation ~n the data
base to.estimate aggregate repair needs in each of fifteen future years. The
model changes age and repair status after each year is simulated to reflect
the predicted consequences of the needed repairs and replacements of the
stock.

Several key parameters are embedded in the forecasts. The first relates
to the existing backlog of FIX modernization needs. The model starts with the
assumption that all existing needs have been met, i.e., the start~ng po~nt is
a stock in good repair. The model also calculates the future accrual as if
subsequent repa~rs and replacements are made on a timely basis, so that
backlog never accumulates. Replacements occur within six months of the
predicted failures, and the ages of the replacement components are set to
zero; repairs and major overhauls occur on an as-needed basis, but the
affected systems continue to age. Finally, the model assumes that the repair
and replacement needs of different systems are independent', and that their
failure rates and associated repair and replacement costs can be treated in a
separate and additive manner.

8 See Appendix C for a technical description of the model.

~ See, for example, Elandt-Johnson , R.C. and Johnson, N.L., Survival Models
and Data Analysis, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1980.

10 There are about, 150 such relationships;. one for each system/subsystem
with variations for whether the system was in a family or elderly project.,
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2 3 Developing the AGE Accrual Forecasts

The development and implementation of the AFM was a four-stage process,
and 1nvolved'

• establishing the defin1t10n of accrual events;

• selecting the best est1mates of system lives,

• 1mputing the ages of systems with missing information, and

• adjust1ng the accrual forecasts to reflect the size of the
stock and the level of construction costs in 1988.

Th~s sect~on dlscusses each of these act1vlties In turn.

2.3 1 Defining Accrual Events

The first step 1n developing the accrual model was to identify the
different FIX levels that would be included in the simulations. Not all FIX
levels in the original modernization needs survey are accrual events that
would occur under a well-funded system Some repair/replacement events
1ncluded in the 1nspection survey represent ordinary maintenance items, for
example, replacing selection buttons in an elevator cab or repairing a minor
component of a boiler. 11 Others would never be observed in a well managed
project, because they result from the failure to address a lower-level
cond1t10n 1n a timely fashion. For example, if the roof were resurfaced as
needed, roof structure damage (such as rott1ng support beams) should never
occur Finally, there are some FIX level conditions that reflect
extraord1nary events which are not a normal function of system age, for
example, "settling, buckling or displacement of the building foundation" or
damage caused by f1res and vandalism. While such unexpected events will

11 The distinction between maintenance and capital repairs was applied in
the original design of the inspection 1nstrument (although irregularly) in that
these maintenance items were typically expunged from the inspector's coding
sheets. For instance, screen doors could be coded only as being in good
condit10n (fix level zero) or being in need of complete replacement. Clearly,
one or more of the screens in a screen door can be cut or torn and need
replacement, but this possibility was omitted in the instrument because it was
not part of modernization needs or accrual, even if it accurately described the
cond1tion of the system. However, the rule was not applied uniformly, so the
final modernization needs data contained numerous observations on routine
maintenance. Abt Associates corrected for this in their estimation procedure

·of the backlog by screening out repairs under $100
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undoubtedly occur in future years, they are not a predictable function of
system age. 12

To ident1fy-the specific repair and replacement events that were included
in the AFM, we assembled a panel of housing practitioners from both the public
and private sectors who were familiar with building maintenance and
operations, as well as with the unique management environment of Public
Hous~ng The panel was asked to categor~ze the different FIX levels within
each system and subsystem into the following types of events

(1) repairs and replacements which, under an adequately funded and well
maintained system, would be covered under routine project
maintenance (the M events);

(2) repairs and replacements that are the result of postponed
maintenance/replacement and would not be expected to occur if needs
were addressed on a timely basis (the S events),

(3) ongoing capital replacement needs directly related to system age
(the A events), and

(4) extraordinary repair and replacement needs that arise over time, but
are not related to system age and, therefore, cannot be forecast as
a recurring event (the E events).

The last two repair and replacement categories represent actions that are
considered in the baseline accrual estimates.

The classification scheme devised by our panel was subsequently submitted
to technical representatives of the study's Research Advisory Group. Several
changes were initiated as a result of their review. The final classifications
on which the model is based are presented in Appendix B.

2.3.2 Estimating Expected Lives

The next step in develop~ng the necessary information to run the model
was to estimate an expected l~fe --or frequency of replacement/repair -- for
every defined accrual event. The system inspection data base provided a
prof~le of the condition of the stock at a point in time. Although the
inspectors obtained some information on system age and the age of recently
replaced components, the data do not indicate the frequency of replacements or
whether a given system had ever been replaced. The data set also lacks
information on how long the observed repairs and replacements had been needed,

12 In addition, some FIX level conditions are redundant with other
replacement events ~n the forecast. For example, FIX levels 2 and 3 for boilers
(shown in Exhibit 2-1) are redundant in a forecast. FIX level 2 requires the
replacement of one minor component; FIX level 3 indicates that two minor
components need to be replaced. For purposes of the forecast, only the first
event was simulated.
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making 1t difficult to distinguish between accrual events that occurred in the
survey year (1985) and the backlog of needs that were carried over from the
past.

Since we did not have direct observations on the ages at which systems
failed, we relied on an 1terative approach in establishing the expected lives
of the various building systems This approach was taken because of the
absence of applicable industry standards on the lives of physical systems and
the fact that commonly used rules of thumb are often driven by tax
considerations which are 1rrelevant for Public Housing. It was also difficult
to incorporate the effects that the unique environment and needs of Public
Housing might have on the useful lives of physical systems.

Our procedure for establishing useful lives relied on cross-sectional
estimates derived from the data themselves, as well as on the opinions of an
expert panel assembled specifically for this study and the technical
representatives of the study's Research Advisory Group. Four different
sources of information were considered, including:

• regression estimates based on the inspection data;

• available industry estimates;

• compar1sons of model predictions against the actual survey
data; and

o expert opinion.

By examining each of these sources, and by assessing the reasonableness of the
accrual forecasts that resulted from different assumptions, we derived an
estimate of the expected lifetime of each system and subsystem included in the
model. These estimates are also presented in Appendix B.

The first step in the estimation of expected lifetimes was the derivation
of a series of regression equations relating the current status of the system
(i.e., needs replacement, does not need replacement) to system age and project
type (i.e., family versus elderly). Such equations enabled us to calculate an
implied expected lifet1me for the different systems for both family and
elderly projects. Age data, however, were available for only about half of
the 101 systems. Furthermore, even with information on project age, the
underlying sample was too small to generate statistically reliable estimates
in many cases. As a result of these limitations, this procedure produced
estimated lifetimes for only 20 different systems.

These direct empirical estimates were then compared to expert 0p1n1ons
and information on industry standards that had been assembled by Abt
Associates. In many instances, the estimates were consistent, and we selected
a mid-range value. In other cases, large discrepancies appeared to be related
to differing definitions of the accrual event.. In such cases, the empirically
derived estimates were generally preferred. One complication in comparing the
empirical estimates with expert opinion was the absence of a consensus among

\
\
\
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the experts on differences in the expected lives of systems in family and
elderly projects. Again, 1n these cases, the empirically derived est1mates
were preferred. For those systems for which we had no empirical 1nformation,
we used the midpoint of the expert opin10ns.

Another check on the reasonableness of every estimate was prov1ded by the
AFM itself. By using the model to predict the 1985 accrual of a part1cular
system, the predicted annual accrual was compared with the actual needs
observed by the inspectors. This step enabled us to identify systems and
subsystems where the assumed expected lifetime over-estimated actual needs.
For non-essential systems (i e , systems where repairs would not be addressed
immediately), we 1ncreased the expected life whenever the predicted 1985
accrual was sign1ficantly greater than the actual 1985 needs observed (accrual
plus backlog).

The resulting set of expected lives by building system were then
presented to the same panel of experts who participated in the 1n1t1al
definition of accrual events and to techn1cal representatives of the Research
Adv1sory Group The expected lifetime estimates chosen for use in the model
were selected on a system-by-system basis. In some cases, there was a single
opinion from an expert who was thought to have the most relevant experience,
in others, the choice represented a composite or compromise among the
differ1ng views Generally, however, we were able to arrive at a group
consensus regarding the most reasonable estimate.

2.3.3 Imputing System Age

The next step in the est1mation process was to calculate an expected age
for those systems and observations where such data were m1ssing. While the
Accrual Model is driven by the underly1ng age distribution of bUilding
components, the Abt survey only recorded the ages of "maj or" systems -
typ1cally defined as those with a relatively long expected life. Such systems
represent only about half of all building components, and account for less
than 37 percent of current repa1r and replacement needs. Furthermore, about
one-quarter of the age entries were missing for major systems. To correct for
these deficiencies, we developed an imputation routine that used the building
age, recent modernization expenditures, and the survival models to fill in the
missing age entries with, essentially, their expected values

We began by using information on the age of the building and the expected
life of the system to impute an "expected" age of the observed building
component, assuming all previous repairs and replacements had been made on a
timely basis. For example, refrigerators are assumed to last an average of
fifteen years. If the bUilding were ten years old, we assumed that the
average refrigerator was also ten years old. However, if the bU1ld1ng were
twenty years old, we assumed that the average refrigerator was a second
generation replacement and assigned it an expected age of f1ve

These imputation procedures do not account for the fact that some of the
projects in the sample had incurred substantial renovation costs in the
relatively recent past. As shown in Exhibit 2.2, some 28 percent of all



Exhibit 2.2

Per Unit Modernization
Expenditures Between 1981-1984

Per Unlt Expenditures

None
$1 - 2,499
$2,500 4,999
$5,000 - 7,499
$7,500 - 9,999
$10,000 - 19,999
$20,000 or more

Total

Percent of
PrOJects

27.8%
32.2
20.5

3 9
6 9
3.5
5 2

100.0%

Percent
of Units

16 0%
47 6
17.7

8 4
3 0
4 5
2 8

100.0%

Source: Modernlzatlon Needs Survey
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developments (and 16 percent of all units) expended no modernization funding
over the 1981 to 1984 period. Another 32 percent of projects (and 48 percent
of units) expended funding that amounted to less than $2,500 per unit over the
entire four-year period. At the other extreme, however, about 9 percent of
all developments (and 7 percent of units) spent more than $10,000 per unit, an
amount which clearly falls into the category of substantial rehabilitat~on.

While some of these expenditures may have been devoted to management .
improvements, these developments would presumably have a higher proportion of
relatively new systems than might otherwise be expected on the basis of
project age.

To account for the effects of recent modernization, we modified the .
~mputation routine to assign an age of two years if aggregate modernization
expenditures exceeded $5,000 per unit between 1981 and 1984. 13 In effect, this
procedure assumed that all items with m~ssing age data had been replaced in
1983 (the midpo~nt of the four-year period). This adjustment could tend to
underestimate the accrual estimates in the 1nitial forecast years. However,
the number of affected projects was relatively small and, even for these
projects, systems with an age entry were not subjected to the procedure.

2.3.4 Updating the Baseline Accrual Estimates

The final step in the development of the AGE accrual forecasts was to
adjust the model's projections to assume a baseline year of 1988 This
involved two separate calculations. To begin with, we used the Boeckh Index
of Construction Costs to translate costs into 1988 dollars The figures
presented in the original Abt report were in 1985 dollars. Unless otherwise
noted, the figures reported herein have been inflated by 5.8 percent to
account for the increase in construction costs between 1985 and 1988 14 In
addition, we increased the model's forecasts by another 3.17 percent to
account for a net addition (about 40,000 units) to the stock s~nce the time of
the Abt survey.

2.4 Estimating the Impact of Extraordinary Events

The procedures described above were used to estimate age-related accrual
associated with the stock as currently configured (i.e, AGE accrual). The
second type of accrual that is included in our baseline forecasts reflects
additional needs attributable to "extraordinary" events such as fires,

13 This adjustment was not made. for projects with missing data on previous
modernization expenditures (about half of the total sample)

14 The costs contained ,in the Modernization Needs data base represent pr~ces

in mid-1984. Abt inflated these costs by 3 percent; to bring them up to mid-1985
dollars. Between August 1984 and August 1988, the Index for Residences increased
from 111.9 to 122 9 (9.8 percent); the Index for Apartments, Hotels, and Office
Buildings increased from 111.2 to 120.6 (or 8.5 percent). Based.on an average
of these indexes, the figures presented in this report have been ~nflated by 9.0
percent above their 1984 levels (or 5.8 percent above the costs reported by Abt).
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vandalism, or "acts of God." While such events cannot be predicted at the
project level, they can be expected to occur in the stock as a whole .
throughout the year

We began by making the slmp1lfying assumptl0n that the special needs that
arose in the survey year (1985) were typical of the types of extraordinary
replacement and repairs that can be expected to occur in the future.
According to our estimates (described more fully ln Chapter 3), extraordinary
repalr and replacement items amounted to about $1,667 million in 1985 (or
about $1,820 million when expressed in 1988 dollars) While some of these
needs were undoubtedly new (i.e., they occurred in the survey year), an
unknown proportion of the required expenditures reflect accumulations from
earlier years

To estimate the size of the average backlog, we took the age distribution
of systems and projects in 1985, and used the Accrual Forecasting Model to
predict the annual accrual due to wear and tear (AGE accrual) that occurred
within that year. This predicted accrual was then compared to the backlog of
age-related needs which was actually observed in 1985 The ratio of the
predicted accrual to the observed backlog was used to estimate the proportion
of extraordinary needs that occurred in 1985.

In order to derive this backlog ratio, it was necessary to account for
the fact that many age-related needs represent events that have moved from the
category of ordinary accrual (A) lnto a more severely deteriorated condition
(S) as a result of postponed maintenance or repairs. By definition, these "S"
events will be more expensive than the corresponding accrual (or maintenance)
actions which they replaced. Since the Accrual Forecasting Model does not
enable systems to enter into an "S" condition, such graduated events (S) are
not included in our estimates of predicted age-related accrual. However, the
"S" events are clearly age-related, and must be included in the backlog.

Accordingly, the ratio of predicted to observed replacement events (a)
was derived as follows:

A
a - -A.,.-':;+"S"'*

where Awas the predicted accrual for 1985; A was the observed backlog of A
events; and s* was the backlog of S events priced at the costs of the lower
level A (or M) events. Using s* as opposed to S in the denominator assigns
equal weights to the A and the S events within a given system, and generates a
backlog estimate based on the observed frequency of component failures which
controls for differences in the relative costs of the two kinds of events.

Exhibit 2.3 presents the data which were used to derive the backlog ratio
(a). The first line shows the predicted age-related repair and replacement
needs in 1985, given the current ages of building systems. The next two lines
depict the actual needs of projects at the time of the inspection (where
deferred maintenance events are priced as ordlnary accrual actions). The
fourth row measures the ratio of predicted to actual needs, an estimate of the



Exhibit 2 3

Calculation of the Proportion of Age-Related Needs Occurring in 1985
(1985 dollars)

(1) Predicted Age-Related Accrual in 1985

(2) Observed Age-Related Backlog in 1985

Ordinary Accrual
Deferred Ma1ntenance- (Priced at the

Cost of Ordinary Accrual)
Total Age-Related Backlog

(3) Ratio of Predicted Accrual to Total Backlog

$1,043

$3,509

$ 182
$3,691

0.283
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size of the average backlog. According to these estimates, about 28 percent
of the observed "age-related" repa1r and replacements needs in Public Housing
developments reflect needs that occurred in 1985, while the remaining 72
percent reflect a backlog of needs carried over from earlier years.

The above rat10 relates to the types of age-related replacements and
repa1rs that were cons1dered in the previous sect10n. However, assuming that
the relat1ve S1ze of the backlog was roughly the same for extraordinary
repa1.rs, one can derive an 1985 "accrual" for these l.tems as well The
observed backlog of extraord1nary needs at the time of the Abt survey was
approximately $1,667 million. Updat1ng this est1mate to reflect the current
size of the hous1ng stock and 1988 construction prices yields an aggregate
total of $1,820 m111ion. Assuming that 28 percent of these needs occurred
with1n the year, annual accrual of extraordinary events would be $515 m111ion
(1 e , 0 283 x $1,820), or $397 per un1t per annum.

2.5 Estimating ADDs Accrual

In pr1ncipal, the Accrual Forecasting Model could have been used to
proJect the annual accrual that would arise with the addition of any new (or
altered) build1ng components as a result of various ADDs events. In practice,
however, this approach d1d not prove feasible. The form and content of the
ADDs data was not compat1ble with the basic Modernization Needs data base that
was used to develop the model and to generate the AGE Accrual estimates. As a
result, we had to develop an alternative approach which was based on aggregate
ADDs cost estimates, as opposed to detailed information regarding the specific
systems and act10ns involved.

We began by assuming that the overall depreciation rate on building
components affected by ADDs would be identical to the depreciation rate of
existing building components. We then used the Accrual Forecasting Model to
estimate this deprec1ation rate for existing building components and, finally,
applied thib rdte to various estimates of the l.nitial ADDs improvements. The
spec1fic steps involved are described in more detail below.

(1) Est1mate Total Replacement Cost of Accrual Components

As a first step, we estimated the total replacement cost of the AGE
accrual components (RC) by assuming that every system affected by
accrual was replaced (or, more specifically, received the highest
"allowable" FIX level). In estimating this replacement cost, we
excluded lower-level accrual actions when multiple events (or FIX
levels) were allowed. Thus, for example, while the accrual model
might allow for a major overhaul of a particular system, to avoid
"double counting," only the replacement event was modeled

(2) Estimate Depreciation Rate for Accrual Events

Next, we used the Accrual Forecasting model to estimate RA(t) , the
annual accrual that would occur in year "t" if each building
component susceptible to accrual began with a zero age (i.e., each
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system is new). This annual accrual was then used to derive a
depreciation rate, defined as follows:

DEPRECIATION RATE(t) ~ RA(t)/RC

where RA(t) was forecasted accrual in year "t" assuming that each
system was new in t~o; and RC was the aggregate replacement cost of
the AGE accrual components

(3) Forecasting ADDs Accrual

In the final step, we applied the estimated depreciation rate to the
initial costs of various types of ADDs. In particular, for each
ADDs category considered, total accrual in year "ttl was derived as
follows:

AA(t,i) - RATE(t) * ADD(i)

where ADD(i) was the total ADDs backlog needs in category "i"

Exhibit 2.4 presents the estimated depreciation rates that underlie our
analysis of ADDs accrual. These rates range from a low of 0.013 in Year 1
(indicating that 1.3 percent of the initial investment will depreciate and
need to be repaired or replaced within the first year) to 0.026 by Year 15
(indicating that 2.6 percent of the initial investment will need to be
replaced within that year).

2.6 Estimating Other Types of Accrual

The methodology that was used to estimate ADDs accrual was also used to
estimate the accrual that would occur in the event that other components of
the backlog are addressed, including REDESIGN, LEAD ABATEMENT, ENERGY, and
Hlu~DICAPPED improvements. The forecasts for these events are again based on
the depreciation rates presented in Exhibit 2.4



Exhibit 2.4

Estimated Depreciation Rate of
Building Components Affected

by FIX Actions
(Fraction of Initial Replacement Cost)

Depreciation

Year 1 0.0129

Year 2 0.0135

Year 3 0.0141

Year 4 0.0148

Year 5 0.0154

Year 6 0.0161

Year 7 0.0169

Year 8 0.0177

Year 9 0.0185

Year 10 0.0195

Year 11 0.0205

Year 12 0.0216

Year 13 0.0228

Year 14 0.0242

Year 15 0.0257
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Chapter 3

Baseline Accrual Forecasts

This chapter presents our baseline accrual forecasts. Section 3.1
describes the distr~bution of current needs (backlog) according to the major
categories of repair and replacement events that were developed as part of
this study The next three sections present our baseline est~mates of the
additional needs that would occur over the next 15 years (accrual) assuming
that all exist~ng deficiencies have been corrected and that all recommended
ADDs and other actions have been implemented Section 3.2 focuses on ongoing
AGE accrual needs which are a normal function of system aging and wear and
tear. These est~mates are broken down by year, HUD field office, bUilding
component, and project type. Section 3.3 descr~bes the additional needs that
could arise due to extraordinary events such as fires and vandal~sm, while
Section 3.4 examines other kinds of accrual

3.1 Breakdown of Current Needs by Type of Repair

Before examining the estimated future needs of the Public Housing stock,
it is useful to examine how the modernizat~on needs revealed by the on-site
inspections ~n 1985 are distributed over the four major categories of repairs
and replacements which were developed for the accrual analysis 15 These
categories include:

(1) repairs and replacements which, under an adequately funded and well
maintained system, would be covered under routine project
maintenance (the M events);

(2) repairs and replacements that are the result of postponed
maintenance/replacement and would not be expected to occur if needs
were addressed on a timely basis (the S events),

(3) ongoing capital repair and replacement needs directly related to
system age (the A events), and

(4) extraordinary repair and replacement needs that arise unpredictably
and are not related to system age (the E events).

Exhibit 3.1 breaks down the repair and replacement needs which were observed
in 1985 into these four mutually exclus~ve categories.

As shown in the exhibit, of the needed repairs and replacements
identified at the time of the on-site inspection in 1985, ordinary maintenance

15 The rational for and extensive validation procedure used to create the
classification of the observed condit~ons are presented in Section 2.3.1.



Exhibit 3 1

FIX Modernization Needs by Source in 19851
(1985 dollars)

Total
FIX Per Unit

Backlog Percent of Costs
Type of Need (millions) Current Needs (dollars)

Malntenance (M) $2,842 33.3% $2,259
Replacements Attrlbutable to

Deferred Maintenance (8) 502 5.9% 399
On-Going Capital

Replacements (A) 3,509 41.2% 2,790
Extraordinary Replacements/

Repa1rs (E) 1. 667 19.6% 1.325

Total $8,520 100.0% $6,773

Source: ICF Estimates

1 The Backlog of Modernization Needs report prepared by Abt Associates
reported a FIX estimate of $9,307 million. Subsequent corrections to the data
base and estimation procedures led to a revised estimate of $8,520 million in
1985 dollars. No other categories of the original backlog report have been
affected by the data revisioE§~__
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represents about 33 percent. Another 6 percent reflect conditions that can be
attributed to deferred or postponed repairs or replacements, ~.e., they would
not have occurred if timely maintenance and replacement had taken place.
Neither of these two repair and replacement categories represent events that
are considered in our baseline forecasts of future needs since they would not
occur under an adequately funded and well managed system. However, they do
affect the estimates presented in Chapter 4, which project annual accrual
under alternative funding levels.

Ongoing capital replacements and repairs -- which are the focus of the
Accrual Forecasting Model -- account for 41 percent of the needs observed at
the time of the original inspections As described in Chapter 2 (Section
2.3), a sizable portion of these needs (72 percent) represents a carry-over
from previous years. Extraordinary events account for the remaining 20
percent of the existing backlog although, again, not all of these needs arose
in 1985. .

3.2 Baseline AGE Accrual

Exhibit 3.2 presents annual estimates of ongoing AGE accrual. These
projections assume that all existing needs are met, that the stock remains as
currently configured, and that subsequent routine (and non-routine) accrual
and maintenance needs are met as they arise. The estimates refer only to
those replacement/repair events that are a normal function of system aging
because of wear and tear, and only on those components that existed at the
time of the 1985 on-site inspection. Separate estimates of needs arising from
extraordinary events (such as fire and vandalism) or the implementation of
ADDs or other actions are presented in subsequent sections.

The first column in the exhibit depicts the annual total; the second
column presents the 95 percent confidence intervals associated with the
aggregate accrual estimates; and the third column expresses the estimated AGE
accrual costs on a per-unit per-annum basis. All projected costs are
expressed in 1988 dollars, reflect regional variations in construction pr~ces,

include an allowance for contractor overhead and profit, and have been
adjusted to reflect the (net) increase in the number of Public Housing un~ts

that has occurred since 1985.

Ongoing replacement needs rise from a low of $1,113 million immediately
after existing deficiencies have been corrected (shown as year 1 in the table)
to a high of $1,532 million by the 15th year. These estimates have a probable
range of +/- 7.5 percent in any year, or ± $84 million in Year 1 and ± $115
million in Year 15. Per-unit AGE accrual costs range from $857 to $1,179 over
the 15-year forecast period. Lower values in the initial years reflect the
assumption that the existing backlog has been addressed and that the stock
begins with an above-average mix of newly replaced components.



Exhibit 3.2

Baseline AGE Accrual Needs by Year
(1988 Dollars)

Total Accrual
95% Confidence

Total Amount Interval Per-un~t

Year (millions) (millions +/-) Accrual

1 $1,113 $84 $857
2 $1,145 $86 $882
3 $1,179 $89 $907
4 $1,212 $91 $933
5 $1,245 $94 $958
6 $1,277 $96 $983
7 $1,311 $99 $1,009
8 $1,345 $101 $1,036
9 $1,378 $104 $1,061

10 $1,409 $106 $1,085
11 . $1,439 $108 $1,108
12 $1,468 $111 $1,130
13 $1,494 $113 $1,150
14 $1,516 $114 $1,167
15 $1,532 $115 $1,179

Source' ICF Estimates
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3.2.1 Geographic Distribution

Exhibit 3.3 shows the distribution of projected AGE repair and
replacement needs by HUD region and f~eld office for the fifth and fifteenth
year. In each year, we present the location's aggregate needs (expressed in
1988 dollars) and relative needs (expressed as a share of the nat~onal total).
We also present informat~on on the proportion of Public Hous~ng units that are
located in each f~eld office Note that the sample size for many locations is
extremely small (see column I), which could make the accrual est~mate in those
areas subject to considerable error.

As is evident from the chart, the relative shares of the d~fferent

regions and field off~ces are relatively constant over time, and are highly
correlated with their overall share of Public Housing units Regions II and
IV each account for over 20 percent of projected AGE accrual needs At the
other extreme, the projected needs in Regions VIII and X are less than 2
percent of the national total

Var~ations among the different reg~ons also reflect differences in
average per unit AGE accrual costs. As shown ~n Exhibit 3.4, the highest unit
costs are found in Region IX, where they are projected to be about $1,300 per
unit per annum in year 5. Regional differentials ~n un~t costs tend to
decline over time. However, even at the end of the forecasting period, unit
costs in Region IX remain relatively high, due ~n part to the regional
differences in construct~on pr~ces that are embedded in the forecasts and in
part to the characteristics of the region's housing stock.

3.2.2 Baseline AGE Accrual Needs by Building Component

Exhibit 3.5 breaks down aggregate and average per-unit AGE accrual needs
into broad system types, includ~ng: (1) building systems (roofs, exterior
walls, windows, boilers, elevators, etc.), (2) unit systems (k~tchens, baths,
~nterior doors, interior ceilings and walls, etc.); and (3) site systems
(earthwork, sidewalks and curbs, parking, roads, utility distribut~on systems,
etc.). A more detailed breakdown by individual systems is presented in
Appendix A.

Over 60 percent of all projected AGE accrual needs are system components
located within units While each such accrual action (e.g., the replacement
of a refrigerator) tends to be less expensive than other actions associated
with either building or site components (e.g, the replacement of a project's
utility distribution system), the greater number and frequency of such events
makes them the largest contributor to overall replacement needs Building
located systems, such as roofs, elevators, and boilers, account for about one
third of total needs, while s~te-specific systems, such as roadways,
sidewalks, and infrastructure, contribute less than 4 percent.

3.2.3 Baseline AGE Accrual Needs by Project Type

Exhibit 3.6 presents estimates of per-unit AGE accrual needs by project
type (i.e., whether projects are predominantly occupied by the elderly or by



Exhibit 3 3

Baseline AGE Accrual Needs Within HUD Regional
and Area Offices: Selected Years

(1988 Dollars, in Millions)*

No. of Base11ne Accrual Needs Percent
Proj ects Year 5 Year 15 of Total
Sampled $ % $ % Units

Reg10n I
Boston, HA 53 $29.978 2.41 $41.299 2.70 .2.8%
Hartford, CT 22 $16.837 1 35 $21.794 1 42 1.5%
Manchester, NH 12 $7.336 0.59 $11.615 0.76 0.8%
Providence, RI 15 $8.335 o 67 $9.634 0.63 0.8%

Reg10nal Total 102 $62.487 5.02 $83.343 5.51 5.9%

Reg10n II
Buffalo, NY 8 $32.411 2.60 $52,098 3.40 2.0%
New York, NY 70 $185.093 14.87 $206.392 13.47 12.6%
Newark, NJ 53 $48.234 3.88 $55.694 3.64 3.8%
San Juan, PR 41 $53.316 4.28 $65.516 4.28 5.0%

Reg10nal Total 172 $319.055 25.64 $379.701 24.79 23.4%

Reg10n III
Baltimore, MD 15 $27 908 2.24 $32.723 2.14 1. 9%
Charleston, IN 7 $4.441 o 36 $7.232 0.47 0.5%
Philadelphia, PA 57 $54 942 4.41 $64.465 4.21 4.0%
Pittsburgh, PA 30 $27 756 2 23 $32.006 2.09 2.5%
Richmond, VA 16 $17.929 1.44 $22.931 1.50 1.6%
~ashington, DC 22 S18 233 1 47 ~?O 999 1 37 .l2!

Reg10nal Total 147 $151. 211 12.15 $180.358 11.77 11.7%

Region IV
Atlanta, GA 28 $39.396 3.17 $59.067 3.86 4.5%
Birmingham, AL 19 $43.218 3.47 $41. 529 2.71 3.3%
Columbia, SC 6 $11.335 0.91 $15.309 1.00 1.2%
Greensboro, NC 40 $31.181 2.51 $46.401 3.03 3.0%
Jackson, MI 9 $10.762 0.86 $15.132 0.99 1 0%
J acksonv111e , FL 17 $46.622 3.75 $53.232 3.48 3.3%
Lou1sv111e, KY 12 $24:.060 1. 93 $27.608 1.80 2.0%
Knoxville, TN . 17 $13.661 1.10 $19.347 1.26 1.2%
Nashville, TN 10 $29.173 2.34 $28.203 1.84 2.0%

Regional Total 158 $249.413 20 04 $305.833 19.97 21.5%



Exhibit 3.3 (Continued)

No. of Baseline Accrual Needs Percent
Projects Year 5 Year 15 of Total
Sampled $ % $ % Units

Region V
Chicago, IL 55 $67.866 5.45 $77.265 5.04 6.1%
Cincinnati, OH 10 $13.801 1.11 $18.144 1.18 1.1%
Cleveland, OH 26 $29.271 2.35 $35.672 2 33 2.4%
Columbus, OH 5 $11.021 0.89 $14.069 092 0.8%
Detroit, MI 32 $18.663 1. 50 $22.482 1.47 1.6%
Grand Rapids, MI 9 $6.815 0.55 $11.859 0.77 0.7%
Indianapolis, IN 24 $14.061 1.13 $19.397 1.27 1.4%
Milwaukee, WI 19 $11.325 0.91 $16.984 1.11 1.0%
Minn/St Paul, MN 12 $24.740 ~ $21.117 1 38 .J.....ll

Regional Total 192 $197.566 15.87 $236.993 15.47 16.6%

Region VI
Dallas, TX 7 $30.983 2.49 $52 051 3.40 2.7%
Houston, TX 7 $7.804 0.63 $11.301 0.74 0.7%
Little Rock, AR 8 $15.932 1.28 $24.339 1.59 1.2%
New Orleans, LA 15 $32.142 2.58 $39.121 2.55 2.5%
Oklahoma City, OK 7 $9.433 0.76 $14.832 0.97 1.0%
San Antonio, TX 15 $16.548 1.33 $23.893 ....1.....2.§. 1.8%

Regional Total 59 $112.845 9.07 $165.540 10.81 9.9%

Region VII
Des Moines, IA 9 $3.819 0.31 $5.050 0.33 0.3%
Kansas City, MO 11 $12.663 1. 02 $21 864 1.43 1 2%
Omaha, NE 18 $5.912 0.48 $7.572 0.49 0.6%
St. Louis, MO 16 $14.824 1.19 $18 851 1.23 1.2%

Regional Total 54 $37.219 2.99 $53.337 3.48 3.3%

Region VIII
Denver, CO 10 $16.715 1. 34 $17.871 1 17 1.3%

Region IX
Honolulu, HI 10 $5.407 0.43 $6.747 0.44 0.5%
Los Angeles, CA 14 $24.985 2.01 $30 822 2.01 1.5%
Phoenix, AZ 11 $6.427 0.52 $6.103 0.40 0.4%
Sacramento, CA 4 $10.891 0.88 $6.741 0.44 0.4%
San Francisco, CA 22 $26.806 2.15 $29.311 1.91 1. 7%

Regional Total 61 $74.519 5.99 $79.726 5.20 4.4%



Exhibit 3.3 (Continued)

No -of Baseline Accrual Needs Percent
Projects Year 5 Year 15 of Total
Sampled S % S % Units

Region X
Anchorage, AK 5 $1.634 0.13 $1. 868 0.12 0.1%
Portland, OR 10 $8.313 0.67 $8.976 0.59 0.5%
Seattle, WA 26 S13.619 1.09 S17 175 1.12 1.3%

Regional Total 41 $23.567 1.89 $28.020 1.83 1.9%

National Total 996 $1,244.602 100.00 $1,531. 726 100.00 100.0%

Source: reF Estimates

* These figures are based upon a sample of projects and are subject to
sampling error.



Reg10n I
Boston, MA
Hartford, CT
Manchester, NH
Providence, RI

Regional Average

Region II
Buffalo, NY
New York, NY
Newark, NJ
San Juan, PR

Regional Average

Region III
Baltimore, MD
Charleston, WV
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Richmond, VA
Wa"hington, DC

Regional Average

Region IV
Atlanta, GA
Birmingham, AL
Co1umb1a, SC
Greensboro, NC
Jackson, MI
Jacksonville, FL
Louisville, KY
Knoxville, TN
Nashville, TN

Regional Average

Exhibit 3 4

Per Unit Baseline AGE Accrual Needs
by HUD Area Office: Selected Years

(1988 Dollars, in Mi11ions)*

Year 5 Year 15

$ 826 $1,138
$ 852 $1,103
$ 723 $1,144
$ 820 $ 948

$ 818 $1,105

$1,239 $1,991
$1,126 $1,256
$ 983 $1,135
$ 823 $1,012

$1,048 $1,248

$1,146 $1,344
$ 631 $1,027
$1,068 $1,253
$ 860 $ 992
$ 856 $1,095
$1,147 $1,321

$ 995 $1,187

$ 680 $1,020
$ 997 $ 958
$ 703 $ 949
$ 802 $1,194
$ 844 $1,186
$1,083 $1,236
$ 933 $1,071
$ 845 $1,197
$1,131 $1,094

$ 891 $1,093



Reg10n V
Ch1Cago, IL
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
Columbus, OH
Detroit, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
Indianapolis, IN
Milwaukee, WI
Minn/St. Paul, MN

Regional Average

Exhibit 3.4 (Continued)

Year 5 Year 15

$ 856 $ 974
$1,016 $1,336
$ 958 $1,168
$1,048 $1,338
$ 927 $1,116
$ 752 $1,308
$ 793 $1,094
$ 852 $1,278
$1,131 $ 966

$ 915 $1,097

Reg10n VI
Dallas, TX
Houston, TX
Little Rock, AR
New Orleans, LA
Oklahoma City, 0
San Antonio, TX

Regional Average

ReglOn VII
Des Mo~nes, IA
Kansas C1ty, MO
Omaha, NE
St Louis, MO

Regional Average

ReglOn VIII
Denver, CO

$ 872
$ 857
$1,038
$1,006
$ 715
$ 694

$ 875

$ 872
$ 796
$ 769
$ 986

$ 865

$ 996

$1,464
$1,242
$1,585
$1,224
$1,125
$1,001

1;1,283

$1,153
$1,375
$ 985
$1,254

$1,240

$1,065

Region IX
Honolulu, HI
Los Angeles, CA
Phoenix, lIZ.
Sacramento, CA
San Francisco, CA

Regional Average

$ 917 $1,144
$1,312 $1,619
$1,199 $1,138
$2,402 $1,487
$1,187 $1,298

$1,298 $1,389



Exhibit 3.4 (Continued)

Region X
Anchorage, AK
Portland, OR
Seattle, VIA

Regional Average

National Average

Source: rCF estimates

Year 5 Year 15

$1,410 $1,611
$1,234 $1,332
$ 837 $1,055

$ 975 $1,159

$ 958 $1,179

* These figures are based upon a sample of projects and are subject to
sampling error.



Exhibit 3.5

Baseline AGE Accrual Estimates by System Location: Selected Years
(1988 dollars)

Year 5

Unit
Building
Site

Total Cost

Year 15

Accrual Costs Per Unit
(millions) % Costs

$ 773 62.1% $ 595
$ 426 34.2% $ 328
$ 45 3 6% $ 35

$1,244 100.0% $ 958

Unit
Building
Site

Total Cost

$ 927
$ 549
$ 56

$1,532

60.5%
35.8%

3.7%

100.0%

$ 713
$ 423
$ 43

$1,179



Exhibit 3.6

Per Unit Baseline AGE Accrual Needs by Project Type
(1988 dollars)

Year 5
Project Type

Year 15

Elderly
Family

Year Project Built

Post 1970
1960-1969
1950-1959
Pre-1950

Structure Type

Single-Family/Mixed
Low Rise
High Rise

$ 786
$1,075

$ 719
$1,153
$ 915
$1,159

$ 960
$ 982
$ 944

$1,023
$1,285

$1,319
$ 986
$1,146
$1,296

$1,218
$1,193
$1,110

PHA Size (Number of Dwelling Units)

Less Than 100 Units
100-499 Units
500-1,249 Un~ts

1,250-6,499 Units
More Than 6,500 Units
New York City

All Units

Source: rCF Estimates

$ 821
$ 803
$ 904
$ 918
$1,075
$1,128

$ 958

$1,075
$1,169
$1,172
$1,134
$1,231
$1,258

$1,179
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families), project age; structure type (single-family, low rise/mixed, and
h~gh rlse) , and PHA size

The dlfferentlals for famlly and elderly unlts are quite pronounced,
especially ln the lnltial years. According to our estimates, annual AGE
accrual ln family unlts -- which account for about 60 percent of the total
stock -- will amount to $1,075 per unit in the fifth year and $1,285 per unit
by the end of the forecast per~od Projected expendltures ln elderly units
are considerably lower than they are in fam~ly unlts ln the fifth year,
averaglng only $786 per unit. However, by the flfteenth year, the
d~fferential between family and elderly units declines, with elderly units
averaging $1,023 per year.

The lower needs for elderly units reflect a combination of three factors.
First, as described in Chapter 2, systems ln famlly projects were often
assumed to have a shorter expected Ilfe (or greater frequency of repalr) due
to the greater amount of wear and tear typically inflicted on such units.
Second, elderly units are typically smaller, which reduces their accrual
needs. Third, elderly units tend to be in newer developments than the family
unlts This last characteristic explains why the differential narrows over
time. as projects age, they approach their steady-state replacement cycles
which are similar for family and elderly projects

Differentials by the current age of the development also tend to decline
with the passage of time. In the fifth year, projects that were built after
1970 (WhlCh would be less than 20 years old) have projected AGE replacement
needs that are about 30 percent less than projects which were built before
1960 (which would be over 30 years old) However, this differential is
reversed by the fifteenth year, when newer developments are between 20 and 30
years old and many of their building systems require replacement vr major
overhaul.

w"hile differences by structure type are relatively small and vary over
time, AGE related accrual needs appear to vary with the size of the PHA. In
the fifth year, predicted accrual costs are about 25 percent lower in the
smallest authorities than they are in the largest PHAs. While this general
pattern persists throughout the forecast period, the differential between the
costs of large and small PHAs declines over time. Presumably, the large
differentlal in the initial years can be attributable to variations in the age
of the housing stock.

3.3 Baseline Accrual Associated With Extraordinary Events

This section examines future repair and replacement needs in Public
Housing arising from "ex!=raordinary" events such as "acts of God,1t fires, or
vandalism. While such events cannot be predicted at the project level, they
can be expected to occur in the stock as a whole. As a result, the age
related accrual estimates that were presented in the previous section, taken
alone, will underestimate the actual needs of Public Housing in the years to
come if some account is not taken of these "extraordinaryll events that
occasionally occur.
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Although the random nature of extraordinary replacement events makes them
inherently difficult to model, some insights to their general magnitude can be
gained by estimating the levels which occurred in 1985 The cost of items
associated with extraordinary events in that year amounted to $1,667 million
(see Exhib~t 3.1) As described in Chapter 2, we estimate that about 72
percent of these needs were carried over from previous years, and that 28
percent were "new" (i.e., they occurred within the year)

The highly variable nature of these extraordinary events makes proJect
or even PHA-based contingency planning relatively difficult. In addition, it
is difficult to determine whether the 1985 annual estimate of $472 million
(i.e 0.283 x $1,667 million) was unusually high or low If 1985 was a
typical year, the cost of extraordinary accrual in 1988 dollars would be about
$515 million (after adjusting for inflat~on and the growth of the housing
stock), or about $397 per unit per year. Because we have no emp~rical

information that could be used to estimate systematic variations in these
events, we can only assume that the experience of the year of the on-site
inspection will be repeated in subsequent years. There is no information
within the context of this study, however, as to how much of the cost of such
events would be the responsibility of the PHAs and how much would be covered
by other funding sources such as insurance payments.

3.4 Additional Sources of Accrual

The final component of our baseline accrual estimates reflects the
ongoing accrual that would occur in the event that all other categories of
needs identified ~n the Backlog Report are addressed immediately preceding the
forecasting period. As described in Chapter 2, due to the nature of available
data, the Accrual Forecasting Model cannot be used to directly forecast ADDs
events or the on-going accrual associated with energy conservation, redesign,
or handicapped access. However, if we assume that the depreciat~on rate on
building components affected by FIX and all other act~ons are roughly the
same, we can derive estimates of the annual accrual that would arise under
various assumpt~ons regarding the categories of needs involved.

Such baseline estimates are presented in Exhibit 3.7, which projects
accrual in the fifth and fifteenth year for mandatory and project-specific
ADDs, as well as for the other categories of needs that were considered in the
Abt report. The first two columns present aggregate annual totals The next
two columns present costs on a per-unit per-annum basis. Only ISO 1 and 2
ADDs actions are considered, since it is unlikely that HUD area offices would
approve expenditures in the other ISO categories In addition, we have
eliminated Energy ADDs and Assess~bility ADDs since they are captured in the
more broadly defined Energy and Handicapped Accessibil~ty categor~es.



Exhibit 3.7

Projected ADDs Accrual in Selected Years"
(1988 dollars)

Cost Category

Aggregate Costs
($ millions)

Year 5 Year 15
Per-Unit Costs

Year 5 Year 15

ADDs Required by Code or
Modernization Standards2

ISO~l or 2 $14.3 $ 24.0 $11 $ 18

PrOject Specific ADDs
ISO~l or 2

Redesign

Lead Abatement

Energy

Handicapped Accessibility

$89.2 $148.8 $69 $115

$33.6 $ 56.1 $25.9 $ 43.2

$ 7.3 $ 12.1 $ 5.6 $ 9.3

$15.2 $ 25.4 $11.7 $ 19.6

$ 4 2 $ 7.0 $ 3.2 $ 5 4

1 These estimates assume that all of the recommended actions are
performed at once In reality, accrual will occur only on those items which
are T1 addedll to the inventory.

2 Mod Standards consist of items required for health and safety or
systems integrity.
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Chapter 4

Updated Backlog Estimates and Future
Estimates Under Alternative Funding Scenarios

The prev~ous chapter presented estimates of the ongoing accrual that
would occur under the art~fic~al assumptions that all existing def~ciencies

had been corrected, that future needs would be corrected as they arose, and
that all recommended ADDS and other project ~mprovements had been made in
the~r entirety These baseline accrual estimates depict the continu~ng repair
and replacement needs of a fully funded, well managed system Combined with
estimates of the ex~sting FIX backlog, the baseline FIX accrual represents the
m~n~mum expenditures requ~red to address the ongoing capital repair and
replacement needs of Publ~c Housing as it existed in 1985 The baseline
accrual estimates on ADDS and other categor~es represent the on-going costs if
the various additions and mod~fications of the stock had been undertaken

The needs ~dentified at the time of the on-s~te inspections in 1985 have
only part~ally been addressed since that time, only a part of the recommended
ADDS and other actions have been implemented, and additional needs have grown
both through accrual and as a result of delaying repairs and replacements. As
a result, this chapter relaxes the Ilinitial fix-Upll assumpt10ns of the earlier
chapter, updates the 1985 est~mates, and projects the impact of changes in
future funding levels on those needs based upon more "real life" assumpt~ons.

4.1 Additional Capital Accrual Needs Since 1985: A Backlog Update

The necessary ingredients for updating the original Backlog est~mates to
their probable level in 1988 include. information on the amounts of funds
expended on repairs and replacements between 1985 through 1988; an accrual
estimate that ~s based upon the actual ages of system components as they
existed in 1985; and a method to estimate the additional costs incurred as a
result of not fully repa~ring and replacing components as they were needed
The general computational approach to updating the 1985 Backlog estimate was
to take the 1985 estimate, add in the accrual that was estimated to have
occurred in the next three years, subtract the funds that had been spent
dur~ng the per~od, and add to that figure the estimated costs entailed in
delaying making all needed repairs and replacements Thus'

where B
C

Backlog, A - Accrual, E - Expenditures,
Cost of Delay, and i-Year

The following describes how these ingredients were derived and presents an
updated estimate of the Modern~zation Needs of Publ~c Housing.
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4.1.1 Estimating Modernization Needs Expenditures

Although no project level information is directly available on the amount
of funds expended upon the various backlog categor~es, the F~eld Off~ce Data
Entry for Modernization Approvals Data System (FODEMADS) allows for an
approximate estimat~on on a national basis. The FODEMADS system contains
1nformat~on on the amount of Comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program
(ClAP) funds approved for the modernization of Public Housing, ~nclud~ng

~nformatlon on how the funds were to be used, for each year since 1981
Through a two step process, this lnformation was converted into national
estlmates of expenditures on the Backlog categories between 1986 through 1988.

The flrst step was to convert the categorles of funding approvals
ma~ntained and used in the FODEMADS system to the categories used in the
Modernlzat~on Needs Backlog estimates. Based upon data system definitlons,
lnterpretations of ClAP handbooks, and HUD field office usage, a crosswalk
between the FODEMADS categories of ClAP approvals and the Modern~zatlon Needs
categorles used for the Backlog estimates was established. Exhibit 4 1
portrays that crosswalk. For example, 54 percent of the General Energy funds
in FODEMADS are allocated to FIX.

Certa~n adjustments in the overall ClAP allocations had to be made in
order to calculate the amount of the allocation which was available for the
type of public housing expenses that are estimated in this report The
overall allocations ($1,749 million in 1988) contain funds for Indian Housing
(3 1 percent in 1988) and for administrative and management costs (12.9
percent in 1988) which are not applicable to the cost estimates of this study.
Adjustment procedures were used which eliminated these non- applicable funds
and resulted in estimates of the IIhard cost ll appropriation funds which were
available

It should be noted that in the calculations to update or project the
eS~1ma~es, expenditures are applied only to ADDS categories ISO 1 & 2.
Current ClAP procedures requlre HUD inspection and approval of proposed
project modernlzation plans. In this study, the Modernization Needs
lnspectors' speciflc agreement wlth the FHA's indication of need implies the
likel~hood that these estimated expenditures would be approved by HUD.

The second step was to estimate, based upon the amount of funds available
in a given year, how much was actually spent on the category. This step was
necessary because it takes several years after approval for all of the funds
to actually be spent. Recent experience suggested that 25% of the funds
approved were spent one year after approval, 42% the second year, 22% the
third, 6% the fourth, 3% the fifth, and 2% the SlX year. This spending rate
was used to estimate the total funds expended from a given year on a
particular category Exhibit 4.2 presents the resulting estlmates.

Funds, however, can be expended elther to reduce the backlog or to fund
the new needs (accrual) which continue to arise. For purpose of this updating
it was assumed that the available funds would be spent in the same
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Exhibit 4.1

Crosswalk Between FODEMADS Approval Categories and Modernization N~eds

Categories

ClAP Approval Categor.1es 1.U FODEMADS
Modern.1zat1.0n
Needs
Categor1.es1

MANDATORY ADDS

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS

MISe ADDs3

REDESIGN

LEAD ABATEMENT

ENERGy4

HANDICAPPED5

Spec:Lal General Handicapped Lead Safety & Modern Long Term
Energy Energy Access Abatement Health Standards V1.ab.1lity

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
54% 27% 27% 90 6% 90 6% 36.3%

6% 3% 3% 9 4% 9 4% 3.7%

50%

10%

70%

100% 40%

70%

1 All funds went to the ADDS categories, ISO 1 & 2. They were assumed to
have been funded because of the agreement with the PEA by the inspector.

2 The ClAP categories do not distinguish between FIX and MANDATORY ADDS. An
estimate was made as to what portion of each of the ClAP categories went to
the combination of FIX and MANDATORY ADDS. Their individual contribution was
estimated as the ratio of their individual contribution to the total of FIX
and MANDATORY ADDS in the Backlog estimate. In the case of FIX, the ratio was
90.63% and, in the case of MANDATORY ADDS, the ratio was 9.37%. For example,
it was estimated that 30 percent of the ClAP Handicapped Access funds were
spent on FIX and MANDATORY ADDS repairs and replacements Of that 30 percent,
90.63 percent (or 56 percent) went to FIX and 9.37 percent (or 6 percent) went
to MANDATORY ADDS.

3 There is no counterpart in FODEMADS Approval Categories and it was assumed
that it was highly unlikely that HUD would approve expenditure on these items.

4 As suggested in the original Backlog Report, the ENERGY study estimate is
used rather than the ENERGY ADDs estimate.

5 As suggested in the original Backlog Report, the HANDICAPPED estimate of
this report is based upon the HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY estimate and one half
of the estimate of HANDICJIc~PED ~PS, ISO 1 and 2



Exhibit 4.2

FODEMADS Non-Indian, Hard Cost Approvals and Estimated Modernization
Needs Appropriations and Expenditures

(1988$, in millions)

Non-Indian Hard Cost
FODEMADS Approvals1

Spec Purp Energy
General Energy
Handicapped
Lead Abatement
Safety and Health
Mod Standards
Long Term Viability

Estimated Modernization
Needs Appropriations

FIX
MANDATORY ADDS
PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
REDESIGN
LEAD ABATEMENT
ENERGY
HANDICAPPED

1985

$38.2
$67 4
$1.0
$9 9

$167.7
$236.8
$191.4

$712.3

1985

$475.6
$49.2
$95.7
$19.1
$6.9

$65.1
$0.7

1986

$11.5
$42.5
$1.0
$6.9

$276.8
$96.2

$218.9

$653.7

1986

$442.6
$45.8

$109.4
$21.9
$4.8

$28.5
$0.7

1987

$27.4
$92.4

$5.9
$37.3

$264.0
$606.5
$296.4

$1,329.8

1987

$958.4
$99.1

$148.2
$29.6
$26.1
$64.3
$4.1

1988

$28.8
$101.1

$6.8
$75.6

$285.9
$657.1
$320.8

$1,476.0

1988

$1,048.3
$108.4
$160.4

$32.1
$52.9
$69.2

$4.7

Estimated MOD
NEEDS Expenditures

Year

$712.3

1986

$653.7

1987

$1,329.8 $1,476.0

Estimated
Unspent

1988 Funds

FIX
MANDATORY ADDS
PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
REDESIGN
LEAD ABATEMENT
ENERGY
HANDICAPPED

TOTAL

$482.0
$49.8
$97.9
$19.6
$13.5

$122.7
$1.5

$787.0

$469.0
$48.5
$97.6
$19.5
$10.1
$75.9

$1.1

$721.7

$584.4
$60.4

$114.8
$23.0
$11.8
$58.2

$1. 7

$854.1

$1,999.2
$206.7
$325.4
$65.1
$76.2

$143.9
$8.2

$2,824.7

1 Adjustments to the total ClAP Allocations were made in order to remove
funds allocated for Indian Housing and for Administrative (soft costs)
costs.
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proportion 1n any given year that accrual need was to the backlog need of that
year.

4 1.2 Estimating "Real Life" Accrual

As described in Chapter 2, the Accrual Forecasting Model was used to
pred1ct the FIX accrual that would be expected in 1985 given the 1985 ages of
the various bUilding components That model pred1cted a FIX accrual amount
based on the 1985 ages of the components as $1,239.4 million. That estimate
is used as the starting point for estimat1ng the "real life" FIX accrual
during 1986 and subsequent years

If one examines Exhlbit 3.2, the baseline AGE accrual estimate at year 5,
$1,245 million, is the closest category to the Model accrual estimate for 1985
and best represents the probable accrual on the public housing stock dur1ng
1986 The estimates for subsequent years from that exhibit are good
approx1mat10ns for the "real life" accrual in the years after 1986 and are
used for thelr estimat~on

The accrual est1mates for the various ADDS categories~ as well as the
REDESIGN, ENERGY, HANDICAPPED, and LEAD ABATEMENT categories, are calculated
differently. On the one hand, accrual can take place only on those components
which are actually added as components to the Public Housing stock The
amount of funds spent between 1986 through 1988 on these components 1S used as
the accrual base On the other hand, because the components are being added
to the eX1st1ng stock, their accrual rate is for new components Such rates
were presented in Exhibit 2.4 and are applied to the base to est1mate accrual
costs for the years after installation. These estimates are presented in
Exhibit 4 3

4.1.3 Estimating the Cost of Delay

Because sufficient funds have not been available to fund all of the
necessary accrual that has taken place since 1985, some portion of the public
hous1ng components require higher levels of repair then they would if all
necessary actions had taken place on schedule, i e., accrual (A) events have
deteriorated into higher cost (S) events. The calculation of that cost of
delay was done by comparing the average difference ln the costs of performing
the "A" (Accrual) events as contrasted with the higher level "S" (Shouldn't
Occur) events. According to that comparison, the failure to undertake needed
accrual actions in a timely fashion results in a 8.7 percent increase in
costs. For purpose of the update of the Backlog, the cost of delay is
estimated by multiplying the unfunded portion of accrual in the year by 8.7
percent

4.1.4 Extraordinary Events

Updating the costs of correcting the conditions resulting from acts of
nature, vandalism, fire, and other extraordinary events is not possible
because of the lack of accurate information. Although it is estimated that



Exhibit 4 3

Estimated Public Housing Non-FIX Accrual1

(1988$, in millions)

Year 1986 1987 1988
------ ------ ------

MANDATORY ADDS $0.6 $1.3 $2 1
PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS $1.3 $2.6 $4.2
REDESIGN $0.3 $0.5 $0.8
LEAD ABATEMENT $0 2 $0.3 $0.5
ENERGY $1.6 $2.6 $3.5
HANDICAPPED $0 0 $0 0 $0.1

------ ------ ------
$3 9 $7 4 $11.2

1 Zero amounts indicate that accrual 1S less than $50 thousand for the
per1od. . ---.
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costs of $515 m~llion arose during 1985 as a result of these events, we do not
know whether such cost should be expected to occur every year in the future.

Further complicating the est~mation problem ~s the absence of any
information on past expenditure patterns to correct such condit~ons and the
source of the funds for such expenditures Given the nature of the events,
some port~on of the costs of repairs has been and will continue to be pa~d for
by non-ClAP funds. The absence of any expenditure and funding information
means that no estimate can be made of what port~on, if any, of the extra
ordinary backlog has been repaired, what net accrual costs, if any, should be
added to any period for the repair of these conditions, and, what sources of
funds has been or should be responsible.

For purposes of the update, the costs identified w~th the extraordinary
events have been left in as part of the 1985 FIX obligation but no prov~sion

has been made for further costs to accrue for these events. Wh~le it is
probable that some further cost will accrue, there is no basis to estimate
that cost. It ranges from a poss~ble maximum of $515 m~llion (if no non-ClAP
funds are available for funding) to a minimum of no obligat~on (if, for
example, all costs are paid for by insurance reimbursements or other off
budget sources) For those wishing to adjust the updated backlog estimates to
reflect additional costs for extraordinary event accrual, it ~s suggested that
some fraction of the 1985 estimate of $515 million be used as an annual
addition We have no information as to what would be the most appropriate
proportion to use.

4.1.5 An Updated Backlog Estimate

The calculation of new backlog estimates for the years between 1986
through 1988 are presented in Exhibit 4 4. The Backlog - Start figure in the
first column (1986) of each category ~s the Backlog est~mate from the 1985 on
site inspection expressed in 1988 dollars and adjusted for both inventory
increases and data corrections. The accrual figures represent thc accrual
estimated to have occurred during 1986. The Cost of Delay ~s the estimate of
the higher levels of repair that will have to be undertaken as a result of not
fully meeting the accrual needs during the year. The Expenditure figure in
each category is the amount of funds estimated to have been spent in 1986.
The Backlog - End ~s the result of subtracting the Expenditures from the sum
of Backlog - Start, Accrual, and Cost of Delay. The Backlog - End of 1986
then becomes the Backlog - Start for 1987 The calculation proceeds sim~larly

for each succeeding year.

Exhibit 4.5 summarizes all of the events during the period 1986 through
1988 to yield an updated Backlog estimate for each of the relevant categories.
In addition, it provides an estimate of the approved but unexpended funds
which are available as of January 1, 1989, for each category. This ~s an
estimate of the unexpended pipeline of funds The last column in the exhib~t

is an estimate of the unfunded backlog (backlog minus the unexpended
pipeline).
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Exhibit 4.4

Estimated Public Housing Backlog Balances
(1988$, in millions)

Year 1986 1987 1988

FIX
Backlog - Start $9,302.5 $10,168 9 $11,083.4
Accrual $1,245 0 $1,277.0 $1,311.0
Cost of Delay $103 4 $106.5 $108.7
Expenditures $482.0 $469 0 $584 4
Backlog - End $10,168 9 $11,083.4 $11,918.8

MANDATORY ADDS
Backlog - Start $932.4 $883.3 $836.2
Accrual $0 6 $1.3 $2.1
Cost of Delay $0 1 $0 1 $0.2
Expenditures $49 8 $48.5 $60 4
Backlog - End $883 3 $836 2 $778.1

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
Backlog - Start $5,789.3 $5,692.8 $5,598.0
Accrual $1 3 $2.6 $4.2
Cost of Delay $0.1 $0.2 $0.4
Expenditures $97 9 $97.6 $114.8
Backlog - End $5,692.8 $5,598.0 $5,487.8

REDESIGN
Backlog - Start $2,183.3 $2,164.0 $2,145.0
Accrual $0.3 $0.5 $0.8
Cost of Delay $0.0 $0.0 $0.1
Expenditures $19.6 $19.5 $23.0
Backlog - End $2,164.0 $2,145.0 $2,123.0

LEAD ABATEMENT
Backlog - Start $472.0 $458 7 $448.9
Accrual $0.2 $0.3 $0 5
Cost of Delay $0.0 $0.0 $0.0
Expenditures $13.5 $10 1 $11 8
Backlog - End $458.7 $448 9 $437.7

ENERGY
Backlog - Start $989.5 $868.5 $795.4
Accrual $1. 6 $2 6 $3.5
Cost of Delay $0 1 $0.2 $0.3
Expenditures $122.7 $75.9 $58.2
Backlog - End $868.5 $795.4 $741. 0

HANDICAPPED
Backlog - Start $274 0 $272 .5 $271.4
Accrual $0.0 $0.0 $0.1
Cost of Delay $0 0 $0.0 $0.0
Expenditures $1. 5 $1 1 $1. 7
Backlog - End $272.5 $271.4 $269.8



Exhibit 4.5

Revised Backlog Estimates
(in millions)

Original Revised Estimated
Backlog Backlog Estimated Estimated Unfunded
Est~mate Est~mate Backlog Unexpended Backlog
(in 1985 (in 1988 As Of Funds As Of As Of
Dollars)~ Dollars)2 1/1/893 1/1/89 1/1/89

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

FIX $8,520 0 $9,302.5 $11,918 0 $1,999.2 $9,919.6

Mandatory ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $881 0 $932.4 $778.1 $206.7 $571 4

3 $408.3 $432.1 $432.1
,

$432 1
4 $170 3 $180 2 $180.2 $180 2
5 $105.7 $111.9 $111. 9 $111 9

Project Specific ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $5,470.4 $5,789.3 $5,487 0 $325.4 $5,162 4

3 $2,028.1 $2,146.3 $2,146.3 $2,146 3
4 $1,211 9 $1,282.5 $1,282.5 $1,282.5
5 $584.1 $618.1 $618.1 $618.1

Misc. Adds
No ISOs $515.4 $545.4 $545.4 $545 4
Other ADDS $6.1 $6.5 $6.5 $6 5
HUD Prohibited $104.8 $110.9 $110 9 $110 9

REDESIGN $2,063.0 $2,183.3 $2,123.0 $65.1 $2,057.9

LEAD ABATEMENT $[,/16.0 $47 2.0 $448 9 $76 2 $372 7

ENERGY $939.0 $989.5 $741. 0 $143.9 $597 0

HANDICAPPED $245 0 $274.0 $269 8 $8.2 $261. 5

1 The Backlog of Modernization Needs report prepared by Abt Associates
reported a FIX estimate of $9,307 million. Subsequent corrections to the data
base and estimation procedures led to a revised estimate of $8,520 million in
1985 dollars. No other categories of the original backlog report have been
affected by the data rev~sions.

2 All estimates have been revised to 1988 dollars, an 5.83 percent
increase. The FIX estimate has been further increased by 3.17 to account for
additions to the inventory Adjustments for inventory increases are
inappropriate for categories other than FIX. Those categories entail adding a
component to the stock that existed in 1985.

3 The FIX Backlog estimate does not contain possible accrual cost
associated with extraordinary events for the years 1986 through-1988.
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Since Abt designed and conducted the survey of modern~zation needs in
1985, leg~slative and potent~al regulatory requirements for lead-based paint
abatement have been considerably broadened. The cost of lead abatement
act1v1t1es may be substant1ally h1gher than the cost estimated in this report.
S1m1larly, the 504 regulat10ns governing the required ava1lability of
handicapped accessible un1ts were issued in 1988. The cost reported may not
accurately reflect the implications of the 504 regulations.

According to these estimates, modern1zation needs associated with
categor1es other than FIX have declined slightly during the three years, with
moderate 1nroads on the actions associated with ISO 1 & 2 accounting for most
of that gain. Over the same per1od, however, estimated FIX needs rose from
$8,520 million (in 1985 dollars) to over $11,918 at the start of 1989 Only
23 percent of the $3,398 m1llion increase was the result of inflationary and
inventory increases. Fully 77 percent of the increase was attributed to
accrual and costs assoc1ated with repair delays

4.2 Backlog Estimates Under Alternative Future Funding Levels

It is extremely difficult to estimate with any degree of accuracy the
1mpact of future fund1ng levels on the physical status of the public housing
stock. The large number of alternative funding decisions available at various
levels makes such estimat10ns speculative at best By making some simplifying
assumptions, however, some very rough estimates of the changes in the Backlog
estimates which would occur under different funding scenarios can be
undertaken.

The same methodology and calculations that were used to update the
Backlog estimate from 1985 to 1988 will be employed. Instead of using
expenditure estimates based upon past ClAP approvals, however, var10US levels
of expenditures will be selectively determined. For purpose of this
simulation it will be assumed that the funds determined to be available will
conC1nue to be distributed to the various Backlog categories in the same
proportion as they have in the recent past. If, during the simulation, the
backlog of a category is eliminated, the excess funds will be applied against
the FIX Backlog The results of the simulations are presented in Exhibits 4.6
through 4 10, which project changes to the 1988 B~cklog estimates at select
periods over the next 12 years at 100%, 150%, 200%, 250%, and 300% of the
level of approved funding that existed in 1988, respectively

Exhibit 4.6 indicates the consequences on the backlog of continuing the
funding level of 1988 into the foreseeable future. In 1988, records indicate
approximately $1,476 million was available for meeting hard cost public
housing modernization. At that level of funding, the FIX backlog would
cont1nue to grow although at a declining rate. Between 1990 and 1995 the
backlog would increase by 21 percent, from $12,558 million to $15,225 million.
From 1995 to the year 2000 the backlog would grow by 18 percent to slightly
over $18,000 million. The other backlog categories would decrease moderately
over time The Backlog for MANDATORY ADDS (ISO 1 and 2) would be entirely
eliminated by the year 1997, as would the LEAD ABATEMENT Backlog estimate.



Exhibit 4.6

Estimated Public Housing Backlog and Unfunded Backlog in Selected Years
at Continuation of 1988 Funding Levell.

(in millions)

As Of 1/90 As Of 1/95 As Of 1/2000
--------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
Estimated Unfunded Est.1mated Unfunded Est.1mated Unfunded

Modern.1zat.1on Needs Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog
----------------------
FIX $12.558 0 $10,326 2 $15,224.8 $12,823 6 $18,021 2 $15,287 7

MANDATORY ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $697 3 $466 6 $212.8 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0
ISO 3 $432 1
ISO 4 $180.2 Unchanged
ISO 5 $111 9

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $5,356.7 $5,008 7 $4,642.2 $4,279 7 $3,993 6 $3,631 1
ISO 3 $2,146 3
ISO 4 $1,282.5 Unchanged
ISO 5 $618 1

MIse ADDS
NO ISO $545.4
OTHERS $6.5 Unchanged
HOD PROHIBITED $1)0 9

REDESIGN $2,096 8 $2,027 2 $1,953.9 $1,881.4 $1.824.2 $1,751 7

LEAD ABATEMENT $412 1 $309 5 $180.2 $60 6 $0.0 $0 0

ENERGY $683 3 $532 7 $385.6 $229 1 $118.7 $0.0

HANDICAPPED $266 7 $256 9 $245.5 $234 8 $225 6 $214 9

1 Appropriations of $1,476 million per year from 1989 through the year
2000.
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At a funding level of-$2,2l4 million (Exhibit 4.7), 50 percent higher
than the 1988 level, the FIX Backlog amount starts decreasing by 1995. Thus
between 1995 and the year 2000, the FIX Backlog decreases from $13,246 to
$12,723. The unfunded FIX Backlog at this level of funding is reduced to
$8,387 8 by the year 2000. This level of funding has a more dramatic impact
upon'the other Backlog categories MANDATORY ADDS, LEAD ABATEMENT, and ENERGY
are all completed, while significant impact is made on others.

Funding levels 100 percent above the 1988 level (Exhibit 4.8) provide
even larger reductipns in all of the various Backlog categories. The FIX
Backlog estimate is'reduced to $7,113 million by the year 2000 with sufficient
monies in the pipeline to reduce the unfunded FIX Backlog to $1,333. Only
PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS, REDESIGN, and the HANDICAPPED categories have
outstanding Backlogs by the year 2000 at this level of funding.

At funding levels 150 percent (Exhibit 4.9) and 200 percent
(Exhibit 4.10) above the 1988 level, unfunded backlog and accrual is
eliminated in all need categories. At 150 percent funding, all backlog and
accrual would be funded by the year-1997. At the higher level of funding, 200
percent, it would occur in the year 1994.



Exhibit 4 7

Estimated Public Housing Backlog and Unfunded Backlog In Selected Years
at 50% Increase Over 1988 Funding Level'

(in millions)

As Of 1/90 As Of 1/95 As Of 1/2000

Modern.1zat.10n Needs

FIX

MANDATORY ADDS
ISO 1 &: 2
ISO 3
ISO "
ISO 5

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
ISO 1 &: 2
ISO 3
ISO "
ISO 5

Est:lmated Unfunded Est.1mated
Backlog Backlog Backlog

$12,558 0 $9,802 0 $13,245 8

$697 3 $412 4 $16 4
$432 1
$180 2 Unchanged
$111 9

$5,356.7 $4,928 5 $4,353 3
$2,146 3
$1,282 5 Unchanged

$618 1

Unfunded Estlmated
Backlog Backlog

$9,077 2 $12,722 8

$00 $00

$3,809 6 $3,347 1

Unfunded
Backlog

$8,387 8

$0 0

$2,803 3

MISC ADDS
NO ISO
OTHERS
BUD PROHIBITED

REDESIGN

LEAD ABATEMENT

ENERGY

HANDICAPPED

$545 4
$6 5 Unchanged

$110 9

$2,096.8 $2,011 1 $1,896 1 $1,787 4 $1,695 0 $1,586 3

$412 1 $283 0 $84 7 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0

$683 3 $498 1 $260 6 $26 0 $0 0 $0.0

$266 7 $254 5 $237 0 $220 9 $206 5 $190 4

1 Appropriations of $2,214 million per year from 1989 through the year
2000.



Exhibit 4 8

Estimated Public Housing Backlog and Unfunded Backlog in Selected Years
at 100% Increase of 1988 Funding Levell

(in millions)

As Of 1/90 As Of 1/95 As Of 1/2000
--------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
EstJ.mated Unfunded Est1mated Unfunded Est1mated Unfunded

Modern1zat1on Needs Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog
----------------------
FIX $12,558 0 $9,277 9 $11, 071 5 $5,587 4 $7,112 9 $1,332 9

MANDATORY ADDS
ISO 1 &. 2 $697 3 $358 2 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0
ISO 3 $432 1
ISO 4 $180 2 Unchanged
ISO 5 $111 9

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
ISO 1 &. 2 $5,356 7 $4,8483 $4,064 5 $3,339 5 $2,700 2 $1,9752
ISO 3 $2,146 3
ISO 4 $1,282 5 Unchanged
ISO 5 $618 1

MISe ADOS
NO ISO $545 4
OTHERS $6 5 Unchanged
HUn PROHIBITED $110 9

REDESIGN $2,096.8 $1,995 1 $1,838 4 $1,693 4 $1,565.7 $1,420 7

LEAD ABATEMENT $412 1 $256 6 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0 $0 0

ENERGY $683 3 $463 5 $135 4 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0

HANDICAPPED $266 7 $252.1 $228 4 $206 9 $187 4 $165 9

1 Appropriations of $2,952 million per year from 1989 through the year
2000.



Exhibit 4.9

Estimated Public Housing Backlog and Unfunded Backlog in Selected Years
at 150% Increase Over 1988 Funding Levell

(in millions)

As Of 1/90 As Of 1/95 As Of 1/2000--------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
Est:lmated Unfunded Estl.mated Unfunded EstJ.mated Unfunded

Modern:lzat].on Needs Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog----------------------
FIX $12,558 0 $8,753 8 $8,792 1 $1,737 8 $1,412 2 $0 0

MANDATORY ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $697.3 $304.0 $0.0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0
ISO 3 $432.1
ISO 4 $180 2 Unchanged
ISO 5 $111 9

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
ISO 1 & 2 $5,356 7 $4,768 1 $3,775 5 $2,869 3 $2.052 8 $0 0ISO 3 $2,146 3
ISO 4 $1,282 5 Unchanged
ISO 5 $618 1

MISe ADDS
NO ISO $545 4
OTBERS $6 5 Unchanged
BUD PROHIBITED $110 9

REDESIGN $2,096 8 $1,979.1 $1,780 6 $1,599 4 $1,436 5 $0 0

LEAD ABATEMENT $412 1 $230 1 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0 $0 0

ENERGY $683 3 $428 8 $9 8 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0

HANDICAPPED $266 7 $249 8 $219 9 $193,,0 $168 2 $0 0

1 Appropriations of $3,689.9 per year from 1989 through the year 2000.



Exhibit 4.10

Estimated Public Housing Backlog and Unfunded Backlog in Selected Years
at 200% Increase Over 1988 Funding Level'

(in millions)

As Of 1/90 As Of 1/95 As Of 1/2000
--------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
Est~mated Unfunded Est1mated Unfunded Est1mated Unfunded

Modern1zat10n Needs Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog Backlog
----------------------
FIX $12,558 0 $8,229 6 $6,507 4 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0

MANDATORY ADDS
ISO 1 &:. Z $697 3 $249 8 $0 0 $0.0 $0.0 $0 0
ISO 3 $432 1
ISO 4 $180 2 Unchanged
ISO 5 $111 9

PROJECT SPECIFIC ADDS
ISO 1 &:. 2 $5,356 7 $4,687 9 $3,486 5 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0
ISO 3 $2,146 3
ISO 4 $1,282 5 Unchanged
ISO 5 $618 1

MISe ADDS
NO ISO $545 4
OTHERS $6 5 Unchanged
HUD PROHIBITED $110 9

REDESIGN $2,096 8 $1,963.0 S1,722 9 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0

LEAD ABATEMENT $412 1 $203 6 $0 0 $0.0 $0 0 $0.0

ENERGY $683 3 $394 2 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0.0

HANDICAPPED $266 7 $247 4 $211 3 o 0 $0 0 $0 0

1 ApproprIatIons of $4,427,9 million per year from 1989 through the year
2000.



Appendix A

Baseline Accrual Forecasts by Building System: Selected Years



Appendix A:
Total and Per-Unit Accrual by System for Selected Years

Year 5 Year 15
Total Per Total Per

No Name (millions) Unit (millions) Unit

2 Stalrs $17.8 $13.68 $25.9 $19 98
3 Exter~or Walls $76.8 $59.14 $119.5 $91 96
4 Exterior Doors $22.0 $16.93 $30.2 $23 26
5 Storm/Screen Doors $25.4 $19.54 $25.8 $19 85
6 Windows $75.8 $58.32 $110.0 $84 60
7 SIS Windows $46.3 $35.66 $47.0 $36.15
8 Window Secur~ty $8.3 $6.40 $13.0 $10.00
9 Canopies $37 5 $28 90 $43.1 $33.21

10 Parapet Wall $1.0 $0 74 $2.2 $1.67
11 Flre Escapes $0.8 $0.64 $1. 7 $1. 29
13 Appurtenant Struc. $0.1 $0.07 $0.1 $0.07
15 Roof Coverings $168.7 $129.90 $197.3 $151. 86
16 Cei1~ng/Soffits $16.5 $12 67 $24.0 $18.40
17 Roof Drainage $1.0 $0.73 $1.3 $0.97
18 Chimneys $4.0 $3.10 $4.0 $3.06
20 Penthouses $0.2 $0.13 $0.3 $0.23
24 Floor Finishes $139.5 $107.36 $150.1 $115.55
26 Radiators $10.6 $8.18 $20.0 $15.39
27 Local HV Unit $30.2 $23.27 $45.6 $35 13
29 Temp Controls $2.4 $1.86 $2.5 $1.93
31 Bldg Lighting $5.5 $4 27 $6.9 $5 34
32 Signa1/Comm $2.8 $2.19 $0.7 $0 56
34 Smoke Detector $11.4 $8.80 $10.2 $7.87
35 Kit Cabin/Sinks $127.9 $98 43 $151. 9 $116.96
36 Kitchen Stoves $39.0 $29.99 $40.9 $31.47
37 Refrigerators $44.1 $33.97 $46 3 $35.64
on Bathroom Fixtures $100.9 $77 . 68 $138.0 $106.2500

39 Bathroom Access $14.2 $10.96 $19.4 $14.93
41 Mail Facilities $2.6 $1.98 $2.8 $2.14
42 Compactors $40.1 $30.88 $40.4 $31. 09
44 Mnt. Office Eq. $0.0 $0.02 $0.1 $0.05
45 Mnt Fac. Eq. $0.4 $0.33 $0.9 $0.66
47 Roadways $1.5 $1.18 $2.6 $1. 98
48 Parking $0.7 $0.53 $1.1 $0.84
49 Sidewalks $9.4 $7.26 $10.1 $7.79
50 Retaining Walls $0.7 $0.57 $0.9 $0.72
51 Soft Site Dev $0.3 $0 25 $0.4 $0.28
52 Free Bldg $3.2 $2.43 $4.2 $3.25
56 Elevator Shaft $6.1 $4.72 $6.4 $4.94
57 Elevator Cab $4.5 $3.46 $5.8 $4 48
58 E1ev Mach Room $0.4 $0.32 $1.0 $0.77
59 Fuel Oil Stor $0.2 $0.12 $0.3 $0 26



Appendix A: (Continued)

Year 5 Year 15
Total Per Total Per

No. Name (millions) Unit (millions) Unit

60 Fuel Oil Trn Sys $0 0 $0.03 $0.1 $0.07
61 Pur Steam SS $0.0 $0.02 $0.0 $0.01
63 Bottled Gas Sys $0.0 $0.02 $0.1 $0.04
64 Heat Exchanger $0.0 $0.02 $0.1 $0 06
65 B011ers $16 2 $12.47 $23.0 $17.68
66 Furnace $1. 7 $1.34 $2.5 $1. 95
67 Flue Exhaust $0.6 $0.44 $1.3 $1.02
68 Combust Air Sys $0.6 $0.46 $1.4 $1.06
69 B011er Rm Pipe $2.8 $2.19 $6.8 $5.27
71 Hot Water Circu $0.7 $0.51 $0 8 $0.62
72 B1owdown & WT $0.1 $0.04 $0.1 $0.07
73 Cimd & Feed Sys $0.2 $0 14 $0.3 $0.24
74 Space Temp Cnt1 $0 1 $0 04 $0.1 $0.04
75 Zone Valve $0.1 $0.04 $0.1 $0.05
76 Bldg Heating Risers $1.0 $0.80 $3.7 $2.87
77 Vent & Exhaust $2.7 $2.09 $3.2 $2.43
78 Heat Pumps $75.6 $58 19 $76.6 $58.98
79 Gas Supply $0.1 $0.05 $0.1 $0.06
80 Bldg Gas $0.8 $0.65 $1.5 $1.13
81 Hot Water Genr $17.9 $13 .81 $21.6 $16.63
82 Bldg H&C Water $11.5 $8.84 $24.9 $19.18
83 Cold Water SIS $0.3 $0.20 $0.4 $0.30
84 Sewer Ejectors $0.0 $0.02 $0.1 $0.05
85 Sump Pumps $0.4 $0.29 $0.5 $0 37
87 Fire Pumps $1.2 $0.91 $1.3 $1.00
89 Smoke & Vent $0.1 $0.09 $0.1 $0.09
93 Emer Light-batt $0.0 $0.03 $0.1 $0.08
94 Site Heat Dist $3.5 $2.72 $3 0 $2.31
95 Site Gas Dist $0 1 $0.09 $0.2 $0.16
96 S1te Cold Water D $0.1 $0.07 $0.2 $0.13
97 Site Hot Water D $1.4 $1.11 $1.2 $0.96
98 Well Water Sys $0.0 $0.00 $0.0 $0.00
99 Site Power Dist $0.3 $0.24 $0.3 $0.26

100 Site San Dist $0.0 $0.00 $0.0 $0.01
101 Water Tanks $3.5 $2.66 $1.5 $1.17
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Accrual Actions and Expected Lives



Appendix B
Definitions of Replacement Actions by System

Subsystems
System (,f appl'- Life Expectancy I~odel 1 Fix
Number System Name cable) Elderly Famlly Treatment leveL

Foundations M

E 2

E 3

E 4

2 Stat rs M 2

Condltlon Descrlptlon

Cracks in wall, peellng palnt, graffltled
or marred wall requlrlng palnt NA for
Type 5.

EVldence of settllng, buckLlng or wall
d,splacement ,n 1-30% of bu,Ldlng
foundatlon.

EVIdence of settllng, buckllng, or wall
displacement 1n 31~60%.

EVldence of settllng, bucklng, or waLL
dlsplacement 1n more than 60% of bUlldlng
foundatlon.

Selected nO$1n9 15 chlpped, damaged or
ffilss1nSi rall mlsslng segments or
inadequate for stalr wldth. (NA for Type
2)

Repalr/Replacement Event

Patch/repalr cracks and/or repalnt
exposed foundatIon wall.

Replace affected foundatIon.

Replace affected foundatlon.

Replace all bUlldlng foundatlons

Patch stalr, renovate eXlstlng rall,
add nos1n9, refInIsh wood.

Remove and replace stalr structure

Patch staIr, repLace < 50% treads or
r1sers, replace ralls, reflnlsh.

3 Exterl0r Walls

10,20
30,40

10,20
30,40

25 25

A*
E

A
E

M

3

4

Treads systematlcally deformed, rall
lnadequate, deformed, or damaged.

Strlngers damaged, stalrs and supports
mlsslng > 50%.

Surface Intact but eVldence of
weatherlng: Occaslonal peellng palnt;
cracked JOlnts, loss of caulklng; generaL
deterioratl0n of mortar.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6-10

11.

Brlck Repolnt selected areas
and recaulk Joints.
Concrete Block: Repolnt and
recaulk
Glass Block: Recaulk JOlnts.
Precast Panel: Patch and
recaulk
Metal/Glass Curtaln Wall:
Recaulk and reflnlsh trlm
Surface materlaLs on frame
Palnt, no preparatlon and
recaulk
Stone Repolnt.
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Subsystems
System (if appl,- Life Expectancr Model F1X
Number system Name cable) Treatment Level Condition Descrlptlon Repalr/Replacement EventE lderly £.ill!!ill

10-60,90,110 M 2 Surface substantlalty marred by graffltl, Brlck: CLean and recautk plus
70,80,100 25 25 A pollutlon, smoke/flre damage, or mlnor actlon costs.

widespread peeling, chlpped or bubbl,ng 2. N A
paint; ffilss1ng elements of sldlng or 3. GLass Block Clean and recaulk.
trlm. 4. Precast Panel: Clean, patch and

recaulk.
5.
6-10. Surface Materlals on Frame' Prep

(scrape, prlme, etc.) and palnt,
recauLk

11. Stone.

10 25 25 A 3 Evidence of general moisture penetratlon Brick' Waterproof all surfaces,
60-100 E on masonry; portlons of surface severely clean, repolnt and recauLk plus

damaged (or mlss1ng) by water, fIre or mInor moderate actTon costs.
vandal ism. 2. N.A.

3. N.A
4 N.A.
5. N.A.
6-10. Surface Materlals on Frame:

Replace less than 20% of the
surface; prep, recaulk and
repamt.

11. Stone

E 4 Brick, block, stone, or glazlng are Indlcate percentage of wall type to be
missing, cracked or have lost lntegrlty; replaced.
breakage of glass block; sldlng has lost
integrity..

4 Exterior/ M 2 Door has poor fit and/or lnoperable or Recondltlon: Replace hardware, remove,
Conroon Doors mlsslng hardware. repalr f1t, rehang, repalnt and/or

reglaze, as appropriate.

60 30 A 3 Door has lost lts lntegrity as a result Replace Door: Replace hardware and
of vandal ism, water damage, or door (Jamb 1S reused); palnt doors.
deterloratlon but frame is intact;
mlsslng door.

60 30 A 4 Frame 1S warped, bent or severely damaged Replace Door and Frame: RepLace door,
from flre, vandallsm or water and has frame and hardware; palnt doors.
buckled, warped, or broken.

5 Storm/Screen 15 7 A 4 Broken elements; outdated system; Remove and replace wlth new door.
Doors storm/screen door has lost basic

integrity; lnflltratlon posslble.

6 Windows 30 30 A 4 Missing windows, broken eLements other RepLace ent1re window unit.
than glass; rotted frame or sash; generaL
deterioration of j01nts.



System
Number System Name

Subsystems
(,f appl,

cable)
Llfe Expectancr

Elde r l y .Eill!!l.!.Y
Model

Treatment
F,x

level

- 3 -

Cond1tl0n Descrlptlon RepaIr/Replacement Event

7 Storm/Screen
Wlndows

15 7 A 4 System has lost bas1e lntegrlty and
permits infiltration; sash 1S bent or
rotted.

Remove, replace wlth new sash frame,
screens, etc.

Replace lndlcated window securlty
devices.8

9

Wmdow
Securl ty

Canoples

40

20

40

20

A

A

4

2

EXlstlng wlndow securlty devlces non
functlonal or In need of substantlal
repal r.

Canopy structure 10 dlsrepalr: EV1dence
of leaks or weather deterloratlon of
surface; lsolated structural elements
loose, mlsslng or deformed

Repalr damaged canopy:
gutters; repalr/replace
reanchor; palnt.

Reroof, add
column;

10

11

12

Parapet Wa II

F1re Escapes

Rall1ngs

25

40

25

40

s

A

s

s

E

M

M

A

M

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

Canopy structurally unsound and unsafe;
structural elements non~functlonal or
deteriorating; rooflng material
deterl0rated; highly non-functlonal.

Parapet wall and coplng have surface
deterIoration and eV1dence of weather1ng
-deterlorated grout, cracks 1n stucco,
peel ing palnt.

General surface deterloratlon and small
seet'on (10%) of parapet wall have lost
thelr lntegrlty.

General surface deter10ratlon and 11-50%
of parapet wall/coplns has lost
lntegrlty.

More than half (50%) of parapet
wall/coplng has deterlorated structurally
and lost 1tS lntegrlty.

FIre escapes lntact but surface 1S
rusted, ch1pped, peetlng, etc.

Occaslonal elements (ralllngs, landlng
step, etc ) are deterlorated or misSlng,
loose connectlons

Flre escape system lS structurally
unsound and dangerous.

Chlpped and peellng palnt, rust1ngi
occasional broken weld

Replace canopy with new structure.

Repalr parapet wall and coplng-
repolnt, rec8ulk, paint, patch stucco,
etc.

Repalr as lndlcated and replace 10% of
parapet wall and cop1ng.

Repalr as lndlcated and replace 11-50%
of parapet wall/coplng.

Replace all parapet wall/coping.

Refinish flre escape

Repalr/replace selected elements and
refinish; reanchor.

Replace flre escape.

Reflnlsh: Repa1nti spot weldlng.



System
Number System Name

Subsystems
(if appl,

cabLe)
Llfe Expectancr

Elderly f2.ID.!lY
r~odel

I.c.~
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Fix
Level Condition DeSCrlptl0n Repalr/Replacement Event

13

14

15

16

-,

Appurtenant
Structures

Roof Structure

Roof Covermgs

Cellmg,
Soffits

10,30-60
20

10,30-60

10-30
50

5

40

40

5

40

40

M

s

s

M
A

E

E

M

A*
A

A

M

2

3

4

2

4

4

2

3

4

2

Up to 25% of railings are mlssing or
deterl0ra~ed and not structurally sound.

Ha lf of rallmgs are ml ssmg or ~

deter10rated and not structurally sound.

All rall1ngs are mTsslng or deterlorated
and not structurally sound.

Structure intact but exterior surface 1S
weathered (peeling or chlpped paint):
hardware broken or missing: mlnor roof
leaks.

Structure has lost basic integrity:
deteriorated; severe flre or water
damage.

Roof system has buckled or deterlorated
and lost structural Tntegrlty; severe
water or fire damage.

Roof is stlll servTceable; a few leaks
but not serlOUS 1n nature: base felts 1n
good cond1tlon and not waterlogged;
lnsulatl0n, 1f present, 1S sound, dry,
properly attached; 1solated cracking;
bare spots on aggregate-surface roofs;
damaged sh1ngled areas; metal section
loose. '

Surface~wlde problems such as bllster1ng,
alllgatorlng but no cracks or eV1dence of
mOlsture penetration; felts in sound
cond1tl0n and not waterlogged. (Asphalt
or wood shlngles have not been prevlously
resurfaced.' NA - 6-9.

Evidence of advanced deter10rat10n and
water penetratl0n:' fel ts have
disintegrated/dlsbonded; insulation wet
or poorly attached; numerous leaks of a
serl0US nature. (Asphalt or wood
shlngles have been prevlously
resurfaced. )

Surface intact but simple ag1ng and
deterl0ration: M,nor holes and cracks;
a91ng or blistered paTnt, flak1ng, minor
strams.

Replace 257. of raILIngs.

Replace 26-50% of ralllngs.

Replace all rall1ngs.~

Repalr surface mater1als: Pal nt,
caulk, replace hardware; reroof.

Replace structure.

Replace roof structure (or identiflable
portion of). ' f

RepaTr 20% roof areas

Resurface over eXlst1ng roof coverlng.

Remove existlng roof coverlng system
and install new roof.

Paint or repLace selected tiles:
Spackle and repaint entire ceiLing or
soffit.
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Subsystems
System (if appl,- Llfe Expectancy Model FIX
Number System Name cabLe) Elderly FamHy Treatment Level Condition Description Repslr/Replacement Event

10-40 M 3 Portlon of cell1ng materlal has been Palnt wlth specIal prep work: Some
damaged: PaInt flakIng «25% of special prep (scraplns, patchlng,
surface); major stalns, holes, cracks. feathering, taplng) to ceiling before
Basic structural lntegrlty 15 OK. resurfaclng. Patch hotes, seal stains,

sklm coat plaster, retape Joints.

10-40 25 25 A 4 Surface and celling/sofflt system have RepLace surface and celling/sofftt
lost'lntegrlty: Major holes, fire or material: RepLasterj rewallboard.
water damage, cracks, sags, fLaking paint
or concrete slab surface-wlde; non-
functl0nal suspenSl0n system.

17 Roof Dralnage 10-13 E Minor ~amage to dralnage system Repalr system.
20-23 M

10-13 E 2 20-60% of accessorles damaged or missing, Replace 20-60r. of accessorles.
20-23 A*

10-13 E 4 Majority (>60%) of roof accessories Replace accessories
20-23 25 25 A missing or damaged and most of roof

drainage system 1S non-functional.

18 Chimneys M Chimney structurally'sound but Rake out and repolnt mortar JOInts;
deteriorated mortar and potentlal waterproof.
moisture penetration.

25 25 A 4 Chimney- structurally unsound. Replace, rebUlld chimney.

19 Hatchest M 4 Hatch door non-functional: structure Replace hatch/skylIght.
Skyl ights bent, twisted, damaged beyond repalr:

ClOSlng/lo~king mechanism broken or
mlsslOg.

20 Penthouses A* Door not securable. Replace door.

30 30 A 3 Evidence of mOl sture penetratlon and door Moisture proof penthouse and replace
not secure. door.

E 4 Structure not intact--substantlal flre, Rebulld penthouse.
wind or water damage: severe
deten oraHon.

,
21 Walls M Surface lntact but eXhlblts simple a91n9 Resurface: Surface materlal needs to

or deterIoration: Minor holes (nails): be restored wlth ffilnlmal prep work:
discolored palnt: fa1l1ng occasional Repaint: replace occaslonal failing
grout; loss of panel adhesl0n to wall. grout; clean tile; refasten paneling.



System
Number

22

23

System Name

Cell ings

Unit Interlor
Doors

Subsystems
(if appl,

cable)
Llfe Expectancy

Elderly Famlly
Model

Treatment

M

E

E

M

E

E

M

M

E

Fix
Level

2

3

4

2

4

2

3

4

• 6 -

Conditlon Descrlption

Surface has occaslonal damage but no loss
of partition lntegr1ty: Holes 1n
lsolated Locatlons (e.g., from door
knobs); drywall J01nts have popped; <10%
of tlles misslng; d1scolored/deterlorated
paper/vlnyl wall cover1ng.

Conslderable damage to surface and
portion of partltlon: Major holes or
cracks through 10·25% of part)t.on; 10
25% of tlles m1ss1ng.

Partltion has Lost tntegrlty:
Substantial f,re or water damage;
settling or bucktlng of partlt1ons.

Surface intact but slmple ag1ng and
deterioration: Mlnor holes and cracks;
aging or occaslonal bllstered palnt,
flaking; mlnor staIns; <10% mlsslng or
damaged t 1tes.

Portion of ce1llng materlals has been
damaged: PaInt flakIng «50% of
surface); mlss1ng 10-50% of tlles; major
wall stalns, holes, bulges, cracks.
Basic structural IntegrIty OK.

Surface and eel ling system material have
lost lntegrlty: Major holes, fire or
water damage, cracks, sags, flaking paint
on concrete slab surface-wide; non
functlonal suspension system.

Door lntact but ajar in frame; some
hardware damaged or missing.

Door has lost its lntegrlty as a result
of fire or water damage, vandallsm, or
deterioration (buckllng, holes, cracks,
surface scars). Jamb lntact.

Jamb has lost lts integrity--broken,
warped, deterlorated, buckled, etc~

Repalr/Replacement Event

Major prep work requlred before
resurfac1ng: Replace 10% of tiles;
prime and seal for water damage; repalr
and spackLe J01nts; patch holes; remove
eXlstlng wallpaper or vlnyL wall
coverlng and rewallpaper or repalnt.

Resurface wtth part1al partltlon
Replacement. Portlons of partitions
«25% total surface) have lost
1ntegrlty and need repLacement
Replace sectlons of dry wallar
replaster, replace 10-25% of t1les

Replace partItIon and surface.

Palnt or replace selected tlLes:
Spackle and repalnt entlre ceIllng;
replace <lOr. t1les.

Paint with speclal prep work: Some
speclal prep (scraplng, patchlng,
featherlng, taplng) to cell,ng before
resurfacIng. Patch holes, seal stalns,
sklm coat plaster, retape JOlnts,
replace 10 M SO% of tiles.

Replace surface and ceillng materIal:
Repalr/replace ceiling system and
resurface; drywall over or scrape/prep
and seal flaklng paint, rehang
suspenSIon system for acoustlcal tile;
scrape, readhere ceiLIng tlles

Replace hardware and rehang door.

Replace hardware and door <frame lS
retained), palnt wood doors.

Replace frame, door and hardware; palot
wood doors.



System
Number system Name

Subsystems
(If appli

cable)
L1fe Expectancy

Elderly Fam'ly
Model

Treatment
Fix

Level
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Cond1tion Description RepaIr/Replacement Event

24

25

26

27

28

Floor Fimsh

Intenor
Construction

Radiation

Local HV Umt

Air Termmals

10

30,40

10,20
30,40
50,60
70

100

100
200,300,901-6
801-06

30

75

20
12

50
25
20

25

30

75

15
10

50
23
20

25

M

M

A

A
S
A
A

M

M

E

E

M

A
A
A

M

A

M

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

4

2

4

4

Stalned carpetlng; dull, dlrty tile
floor; surface scratched wood floor; worn
paint on concrete; <10% of resilient tlle
missing.

Occas1onal broken or mlsslng tlles;
deterlorated, flak1ng grout.

Worn surface, mlnor spllnterlng, cracks
or holes in sect10ns «25%).

Carpet worn, severely stained; holes,
cracks in sheetgoods; tile 15 popping or
>10% missing; wood is buckling or warping
and severe spl1ntering.

Interior finishes worn and exhlblt slmple
aging; discolored paint or paper;
occasional floor finlsh deterlorated.

Occasional wall, celllng, and/or floor
damage.

Substantlal damage to selected lnterior
surfaces and systems.

Extenslve water or f1re damage; serious
vandalism; mechanical and electrical
systems not functioning.

Moderate leaks not warrantlng radIator
replacement, mlsslng or severely damaged
radiator cover. (NA for 2, 3)

Radlatlon system 1S beyond econom1C
repal r.

One major component 1S faulty and needs
to be replaced (fan, Call, flue
(breeching), cabInet, blower motor)

Two or more major components faulty,
requlre replacement.

Reg1ster IS mIss1ng or physIcally abused.

Shampoo carpetlng, cLean and polish
reSllient tlle; sand and ref1nish wood
floors; palnt concrete; replace mlss1ng
tile.

Ceram1c ille only: Replace <10%,
regrout entlre surface.

Wood only: Replace damaged sect10ns
«25%), refinish wood surface.

Replace FloorIng.

Reflnish: Repaint or rewallpaper;
replace occaslonal missing tiles.

Repalr: Occasional surface damage 1n
walls, ceilings and/or floors; repaIr
doors; ceiling leaks.

Repair and replace: Extens1ve surface
damage reqUires replacement of half of
surfaces; replacement of selected M&E
systems.

Replace WIth all new 1nterlor
constructlon including surfaces,
mechanical and electrlcal systems.

Replace or repa1r lndlcated component.

Replace entlre system.

Replace the lnd1cated component.

Replace entire system.

Replace entire system.
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Subsystems
System (if appl1· life Expectancy Model FIX
Nunber System Name cable) Elderly FamIly Treatment Level Condition Descrtptlon Repair/Replacement Event

29 Temperature 100 M 4 Temperature control 1S InoperatIve due to Replace the temperature control.
Controls 200 25 25 A abuse, age,:corrosl0ni or 1$ missing.

30 Dwelling Unit E 4 Greater than 30% of the wall w,rlng needs Replace branch wirtng, outlets,
Electrlcal to be replaced (overload and/or. burn fixtures.

out).

31 Buildmg M Exterior entry light faulty beyond Replace with~ exterl0r entry llght.
lighting repair ..

10 8 A 2 Buildtng-mounted sIte lighting faulty, Replace bUllding site lighting.
beyorid repal r.. .

25 25 A 3 up to half of interior fixtures are Replace half of interior fixtures and
damaged, reqUIring replacement. associated system elements.

A* 4 More than half of interior fixtures need Replace all ftxtures and associated
replacement result1ng from phys1cal abuse system elements.
or deterior8tion~

32 Signall ing/ 30 30 A 2 Need for replacement of in-umt Replace appropriate component~

Conmunications signalling component.
/Security

30 30 A 3 Central portion of system dysfunctional. Replace approprlate central system.

33 Master TV M 2 Antenna dysfunctional. Replace antenna.
System

2 M 3 Amplifier dysfuncttonal. Replace ampl ifler.

X 4 Mast/dish dysfunctional; system beyond Replace system.
economIc repaIr.

34 FIre/Smoke 40 10 A 2 Detector(s) need replacement. Replace faulty detector(s).
Detection

40 20 A 3 AnnuncIator needs repLacement. Replace annuncIator.

35 KItchen M CabInet paint peeling, minor holes and RefInish eXlsting cabinets; replace
Cabinet/Smk nIcks; occasional door fronts or drawers occasIonaL doors; and/or replace

mlSStng but cabinet base in sound fittings.
condItion; sink fittings loose, leaking
or non-functional.

- , ,~ A* 2 Cabinets in good condItion; countertop Remove and replace counter top with new
worn, delaminated, deteriorated; SInk countertop and backsplash; remove and
chipped or cracked or generally replace sink and ftttings.
deteriorated.



System
Number System Name

Subsystems
(if appli

cable)
Life Expectancr

Elderly .E.m!lU.Y
Model

Treatment

A'

Fix
Level

3

- 9 -

Condltion Description

Cabinet paint peeling, ffilnor holes and
nicks; occasional door fronts or drawers
missing but cabinet base in sound
condition; countertop worn, delaminated,
deteriorated; sink chlpped or cracked or
generally deteriorated; flttlngs loose,
leaking or non~functl0nal.

Repair/Replacement Event

Refinlsh existlng cablnets; repLace
occasional doors; repLace countertop,
sink and flttings.

36

37

38

39

40

41

Kitchen Stoves

Kitchen
Refrigerators

Bathroom
Flxtures

Bathroom
Accessorles

laundry
Facillties

Mail
FacUlties

25

15

15

40

40

50

20

15

15

25

25

10

A

A

A

M

A'

A'

A

A'

A

M

M

A

4

4

4

2

3

4

2

4

2

4

4

Yater, fire, or vandalIsm damage to
counter surface and cabInet base;
majority of doors and drawers missing or
broken; cabinet base has lost ltS
integrity. >

Stove missing or non-functlonal where PHA
provides appliances.

RefrIgerator missing or non~functlonal

where PHA provides appliances.

~A(l plumbing flxtures intact, but
fittlngs are broken or non~functl0nal

:One flxture 1S chlpped, rusted, crack~d,
_or deterIorated.

Two flxtu~es are chlpped, rusted,
cracked, or deterl0rated.

Bathtub'chipped, rusted, or deteriorated.
t If publ ic faci 1ity, 3 or more fixtures

chIpped, rusted, or deterlorated.

Several {2~3) accessories misslng or
broken.

Majority of accessorIes mIss1ng or
broken.

Electrical, service unsafe or water
supply/drain in disrepair or vent non-
functional. --.

At least 2 components (electrlcal
service, water supply/drain, vent) non~

funct i ona l.

Mallboxes missing or damaged and not
securable.

Remove and replace slnk and cablnet
system.

Replace stove.

Replace refrlgerator.

Install new flttings on lavatory and
bathtub (Inetude new shower head).

Replace one fixture (lavatory or
tOllet).

Replace lavatory and tOIlet.

Replace tub and any other flxtures that
have deteriorated.,

Replace 2~3 non-functlonlng, ffilssing,
or broken accessorles.

Replace alL accessorIes.

Repair electrical service Q£ water
supply/drain or v~nt.

Replace all components

Replace maiLboxes.



system
Number System Name

Subsystems
(if applI

cabLe)
Life Expectancr

Elderly .f..m!lill
~'odeL

Treatment
Fix

Level
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Condltlon Descrlptlon Repalr/RepLacement Event

42

43

44

45

46

compactor

InClnerators

Management
Off,ce
Equipment
Package

Maintenance
Facil1tles
Equipment
Package

Earthwork

10

50

30

10

50

30

M

A*

A*

A

M

M

X

X

M

A

E

M

A

A*

M

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

Chute door dysfunct10nal.

Pump or motor or entlre plston~cyllnder

dysrunctl0nal, require replacement.

Pump and motor or plston~cyL1nder'and ram
wlth guides dysfunctlonal, require
replacement.

Ent1re system 1$ beyond economlC repalr.

Chute door lS dysfunct10nal.

Burner system faulty.

Stack has fallen apart or separated from
bUlldlng 1f on exterlor; br1ck at
incinerator lS fully cracked; some flue
brick requlres replacement.

Entire system 1S beyond economIc repair.

Minor damage to countertops or bUllt~lns.

Substantial damage to countertops or
payment booth area, if present.

All bU1lt-1ns have lost lntegr1ty from
fire, water damage or vandalism.

Minor damage to faCllltles and surfaces;
chipped or ag1ng palnt.

Damage to less than half of facllltles.

Extenslve damage to all bU1Lt-1n
faclllties:

Spot erOS10n: Surface erosion; poor
drainage; gulleys; ponding; etc. 1n
1solated locations; minor settlement of
backfill around buildings.

Replace chute door.

Major overhaul or repLacement of one
maj or component.

Major overhaul or replacement of 2
major components.

RepLace entlre system.

Replace chute door.

Replace/repalr burners.

Replace stack, repalr major brlck

Replace entlre system and stack.

Repair damaged areas.

Replace countertop or safe or booth.

Replace all bU1lt-lns.

M1nor repalr to faclllt1es; refinlsh
and/or repamt.

Major repair or replace of less than
half of facilltles.

Replace all malntenance facllities.

Spot regrad1ng of up to 10r. of observed
slte area.
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SUbsystems
FixSystem (if appll· L1fe Expectancr Model

NUmber System Name cable) E(der ly .E..m!!.llY Treatment level Condltl0n Deserlptlon

S 2 substantiaL erosion: Surface eroSion:
poor drainage: guLleys: pending: etc. on
11-50r. of observed slte area.

S 3 Erosion of majority of site: Systemic,
Large problem areas of surface eroslon;
poor drainage: gulLeys: pendIng: etc. on
more than half the observed slte area.

47 Roadways M Spot deterioration of surface: pot holes;
curb dlsplacement 1n selected areas;
occaslonal severe cracks or concrete
dlsplacement.

10 A* 2 Deterloratlon, settlement, or surface
all,gatorlng of 10·50% of roadway and
curbs; occasional dysfunctlonal llght,
dram.

10 25 25 A 3 Deterloratlon, settlement, or surface
20 15 15 alligatoring of 51 w 100r. of roadway with

selected holes and curb displacement;
approxlmately 50% of l19hts and
occasional drains dysfunctlonal.

S 4 Entire road surface and base deteriorated
and hazardous; most lights and dralns
dysfunctional.

48 Parking M Spot deterioration of surface; pot holes;
curb dlsplacement 1n selected areas;
occasional severe cracks or concrete
dlsplacement; isolated pondlng areas.

A* 2 Deterioration of 10-50% of parklng
surface and curbing.

25 25 A 3 Deterl0ratlon of 51¥100% of parking
surface and curblng.

Repalr/RepLacement Event

Regrade 11-50r. of site.

Regrade most of the observed area of
the site (>50%).

Patch where necessary «10% of
surface); repair potentiaL hazards;
replace swalL areas «10% of road);
regraveL <10% of road.

Repair seLected holes, curbs, L19hts,
dralns, and I'esurface 10~50r. of paved
roadways. Modest surface preparatlon
and regraveLing of 10-50% of unpaved
roads.

Resurface entIre paved roadway and
reset or replace curbing, replace haLf
of lightlng, repair dralns. Surface
preparation and regraveLlng of unpaved
roads.

DemoLIsh eXlstlng roadway and
reconstruct new base and surface.
Regrading and regravellng of all
unpaved roads. Replace associated
Llghtlng, curbs, drainage.

Patch <10% of surface; repair pot
holes, sunken areas or swaiLs;
reset/replace <10%.of curblng.

Repalr selected hoLes or pond areas and
resurface 10-50% of parking. Modest
surface preparatl0n and regraveLlng of
10-50% of unpaved parklng lot.

Resurface parklng lot and reset/replace
curblng. surface preparatlon and
regravellng of 51~100r. of unpaved
parkmg lot.
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FIX
Level Cond1tion Descrmt10n Repalr/RepLacement Event

49

50

51

Pedestrian
Pav1ng

Retaining
Walls

Soft Site
Deve lopment

11-14
21-24,41-43
31,32

10-40
100-400

15

20
15
10

20

15

20
15
10

20

S

M

A*

A

S

A

S

M

M

S
A

4

2

3

4

2

4

2

3

Entire park1ng lot, includlng base, has
deteri orated:·

Spot deterioratlon of <10% of surface,
severe cracks or dlsplacement; sunken
areas or holes; cracked mortar; spalled
concrete; llghts intact.

Deterioration of slgnificant areas (10
50%) of pedestrian pavlng surface;
occaslonal lights requ1re replacement.

Deterioratl0n of more than half of
pedestrian pavlng surface; up to half of
the lights requ1re replacement;
occasional damage to ralllngs at
stalrways.

Surface and base of pedestrian areas
deterl0rated- M system-wide cracking,
heavlng, sunken areas; more than haLf of
lights and railings at stairs require
replacement.

Occasional deterloration: Occasional
cracking, seepage, surface damaged but
wall has bas1c'lntegrity.

Wall has lost mtegrlty: Heavmg
affecting ent1re wall; foundatl0n or
leverage failure.

SSS: - EXlstmg soft soft slte generaLLy
in good condition but some worn
landscaped areas. H5S: Minor damage or
deterl0ratlon (or ffilssing elements) of
enclosure system; peeling paint or rusted
site furOlture.

SSS: 10-30% Landscaped areas are
deteriorated and much of the growth 1S
dead/dying: HSS: Mlnor damage or
deterioration of enclosure system;
peeling paint or rusted site furnlture.

SSS: 31-60% Landscaped areas
deteriorated. HS5: Several major
components deteriorated.

Demol1sh eXlsting lot and reconstruct
new gravel base and wearlng course;
complete regrad1ng and regravel1ng of
unpaved lots.

Spot repalr «10%) of pedestrian areas:
Patch bltumlnous; reset or replace
concrete sectlons; repair mortar in
brick areas.

Resurface Slgnlflcant portion (10-50%)
of pedestrian areas.

Resurface more than half of pedestrlan
areas.

Demolish and reconstruct new pedestrlan
waLkways.

Fill cracks, repalnt or clean; reset
portions; regrout.

Remove eXisting and replace.

SSS: Reseed, repLant small areas
«10%) of site. HSS: Repair, ref1nlsh
occasional enclosures/fencing; general
paint touch-Up of slte furniture.

SSS: Reseed, replant 10-30% of the
SIte. H55: General,repalr/malntenance
to HSS elements.

sss: Reseed, replant 31~60% of site.
HSS: Replace approximately SOX of
elements.
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Condition Descrlptl0n Repair/Replacement Event

52

53

54

55

SIte-Wide
Freestanding
Structures
(Exterior)

Waterproofing

Slab

Wood Frame

20 20

S

M

A

S

S

E

E

E

E

E

M

4

2

3

4

2

3

2

3

4

2

sss: Greater than 60% of landscaped
areas are deteriorated. HSS'
EssentIally all components worn, damaged
or mIssing. -

FaClllty generally 1n good condltion but
some mInor elements (doors) broken or
missing: some weatherIng of exterIor
wall: electrIcal service adequate but
exterIor lightIng dysfunctIonal.

A major component (exterior wall, roof,
wIndows or doors) has deterl0rated: other
elements generally in good condition.

Severe deterl0ratl0n of exterIor closure:
Grouting of brIck surfaces has
deteriorated: eVIdence of water
penetration: sidIng has lost Its
Integrity: substantIal roof leaks to
lnterior.

Structure and exterior enclosure have
lost theIr 1ntegrity; severe structural
damage from water/fIre, settlement or
vandalism.

Dampness: Contlnuously damp foundat10n
creatlng moisture conditions that are a
health or potentIal structural integr1ty
problem.

Standing water on floor or 1n crawL
space. Substantial collectIon of
subsurface water from grade or a
subsurface stream above the bottom of the
footlng causIng deterIoratIon of
foundatl0n structure.

0-20% of slab is broken or has buckled.

21-50% of bu,ld,ng slab ,s broken or has
buckled. •

More than half of sLab has broken,
buckled and lost ltS orlginal integrIty.

MInor deterIoratIon (cracklng) of

SSS: Reseed, replant 100% of the site.
HSS: Replace total recreation/sitting
area: replace total enclosure system:
repair/replace dra1ns, etc.

PaInt, where approprlate, flX doors;
repaIr roof leaks; repair LIght1ng as
needed.

Replace wall surface, wIndows, roof, or
doors; general maintenance on other
elements.

Major rehabIlItatlon of exterIor
closure system: Replace exterIor
surfaces: replace roof.

Replace baslc structure and exterl0r
closure system (essentially new
constructIon).

Waterproof foundatIon.

Waterproof foundatIon and install
underdrain outside' of foundatIon waLL
or from crawl space, or sump pump.

Patch and repLace 0-20% of bUlldlng
slab.

"Replace bu,ld,ng slab as requ,red.

Replace entire slab.

Bracing and gussets: shore up floor and
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Subsystems
System (if appll- II fe Expectancy Hodel FIx
Number System Name cable) Elderly Famlly Treatment !&ll Condition Descrlptlon

structural members or eVldence of ffilnor
sagging or deflectIon; eVldence of
termIte damage and potentlsl structural
unsoundness.

E 4 Major systematlc deflection or floor
fallurej severe fIre damage wlth loss of
structural integrlty 1n floor.

56 Elevator Shaft M Any electrlcal ltern such as the stop
and Doorways sWltch, limlt sWltch(es), level m9

sWltches, etc. except travetllng cables,
are dysfunctlonal, compensation chaln
rope damaged or ffilsslng.

15 10 A 2 Door gibs, hangers or h,ngeS damaged,
vane dysfunctional, counterweight guard
ffilsslng, governor tension sheave guard,
spring or welght dysfunctl0nal or
missing, sheave bearIngs are nOlsy,
travelLlng cables lnsulatlon sheath
frayed, Wlres lnternaLly broken, selector
tape broken, counterwelght or cab rall
anchors loosening, 10X of doors are
damaged, piston/cylinder seaL leaks but
p,ston surface is not scored,
counterwelght tle rods cracked, plns are
bent. (Note: observe the "ropes"
(cables) for fraYlng, exceSSlve rouge,
deficient lubrlcatl0n from the core. Do
not include thlS observat1on here but use
wlth evaluatl0n of cables 1n O/S 58.]
Buffers are leaklng or sprlng 1S broken.

S 3 The majorlty of the observations llsted
under "Moderatell are observed or up to
soY. of the doors are damaged, or
piston/cyllnder 1S severely scored or
guide rails are damaged as a result of
ffilssing rubber on cab rollers.

S 4 The majority of the observations Llsted
under llMaJor ll are observed, and/or 51% of
doors need to be replaced, or entire
system 1S beyond economic repair.

5? Elevator Cab M Light fixture, fan, dishlay lamps,
selector buttons, telep one, handralls,
toe guard missing or dysfunctional.

Repalr/Replacement Event

replace a few columns or beams

Replace entlre floor framIng system.

Replace the dysfunctl0nal 1tem(s) and
perform all adjustments necessary.

Replace/repalr 50Y. of the llsted
observatIons and perform all necessary
adjustments.

Replace/repalr the mlsslng or
dysfunctlonal components and perform
all necessary adjustments

Replace and adjust the system.

Replace the lndlcated component(s).
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Condition Description

20% or more of cab lnterlor fin1sh 1S
damaged, door, gUldes, motor and drive
are faulty, cab rollers are Worn.

Repa1rfReplacement Event

Replace the lndlcated components and
perform all necessary adjustments.

58 Elevator
Machlne Room
Equlpment

30

30

15

25

A

s

M

A

s

3

4

2

3

Safety blocks, rollers, cables, cab frame
needs weLd1ng, floor flnlsh needs
replacement aLL as a result of urlne
corrosion.

Entlre system 1S beyond econom1C repa1r.

Worm thrust bearlng knocks, brake pads
are worn, brake pln knocks, controller
relays burnt~out, worm gear seals leak,
bedplate has a mlnor crack, hydraullc
flttlngs leak, governor guard mIssIng,
hOlst ropes guard mlss1ng, governor power
lnterlock dysfunctIonal, reslstors not
mounted or burnt~out, worm gear not
oiled, commutator brushes worn or
ffilss1ng.

Brake drum scored, commutator on motor or
motor generator shlny, not chocolate
brown, drlve sheave vee groove worn, worm
gear has eccentrIc wear, brake solenOld
dysfunctlonal, motor generator bearlngs
nOlsy, coollng fan damaged, wye~delta

relays burnt out, SOlld state relay
boards dysfunctlonal, hydrauLlc slide
valve dysfunctional, or major overhaul or
replacement of one to two malar
components: Motor or motor generator
burnt~out, ropes are frayed, crowned and
excessive rouge present, worm and worm
gear teeth excessively worn lndlcated
visually and audibly (backlash), drlve
sheave beyond undercutting, controller
dysfunctional, hydraulic pump set
dysfunctional, hyaraullc reserVOlr
severely corroded.

Majority of repair actions under
"Moderatell are needed and a major
component needs major overhaul or
replacem~nt Qr three major components are
dysfunct10nal.

Replace the components and waterproof
the floor 1f necessary.

Replace entlre system.

Replace/repalr ind1cated component(s)
and perform all necessary adjustments.

Replace brake drum, turn and undercut
commutator(s), turn and undercut drlve
sheave vee~groove, al19n worn and worn
gear, replace/repair dysfunctional
component(s) and perform alL necessary
adjustments

Replacefrepalr dysfunctl0nal components
and perform all necessary adjustments.
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Subsystems
System (If appll· Life Expectancr Model FIX
Number System Name cable) Treatment Level Condition Descrlption Repalr/Replacement EventE(der 1y .E.m!ll.!.Y

s 4 75% or more of th,S system is Replace entlre machlne room equipment.
dysfunctional and beyond econOID1C repair
as a resuLt of antlquity and/or
aV81labllity of compatible repLacement
parts.

59 Fuel Oll M 2 Need for repair and/or replacement of a Clean tank, replace a speclalty 1tern,
Storage minor component, wlth assoclated system repair/replace level gauge assembly,

adjustments, repairs and/or replacements. clean out plplng_

M 3 Major components need overhaul or repalr. Patch leaks or reline underground
tanks, replace tank heater, speclalties
and level gauge assembly.

40 40 A 4 MajOr components are beyond economic Replace tank(s) result1ng from
repair; replace system. exceSS1ve leakage caused by corrosion.

60 Fuel OIL A* 2 Pump and/or motor 1S not function1ng, or Replace pump and motor set or 50% of
Transfer half of p1p1ng 1S leak1ng/corroded. piping.
System

A* 3 Preheater is not functl0nlng or plplng is Replace preheater or entire plplng and
corroded. pump set.

25 75 A 4 All of the components are deter10rated, Replace system.
function improperly, and/or are beyond
their useful life.

61 Purchased M 2 Need for repair and/or replacement of a Adjust PRY, clean/replace strainers,
Steam Supply minor component, wlth assoc1ated system tighten leaky jOlnts and fIttIngS,
Station adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements. repair p1pe surports, replace flow

meter, overhau PRY pilot and
diaphragm, replace condensate pump (if
present, clean separator).

30 30 A 3 Replacement of a major component. Replace faulty, leaky PRY r1g, replace
condensate tank (corrosion) and pump
(if both are present).

S 4 System is beyond econom1C repair due to Replace major components.
age and exceSS1ve corrosion caused by
steam quality and enVlronment such as a
damp room.

62 SolId Fuel M 2 Need for repalr and/or replacement of a Patch/repa1r damaged retalning walls,
Storage and minor component, with associated system • broken conveyor belts or drives, repair
Conveyance adjustments, repairs and/or replacements. dryer, lubricate or replace noisy

bearings and motors.
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Conditlon oescrlption Repair/Replacement Event

63 Bottled Gas
System

20 20

s

s

x

A

A*

3

4

2

3

4

Conveyor! bln or dryer(s) deterIorated
beyond slmple repalr.

Storage bln lS excessively corroded or
deteriorated, conveyor (stoker) and dryer
are beyond useful llfe and/or are
excesslvely abused and not justlflabLy
repai rable.

Need for repalr and/or replacement of a
minor component, with associated system
adjustments, repalrs, and/or
replacements. ,

Need to replace SOX of the tank(s)
resulting from physlcal abuse and/or
corrosion QI need to replace piplng and
speclalties resultlng from exceSSlve
corrosion or beyond useful llves.

All of the major components are beyond
their useful life resultlng from
exceSSlve corrosion and/or physlcal
abuse.

Patch or replace 70% or more of storage
retaining walls, replace conveyor
system (stoker), replace dryer(s)

Replace system

Adjust, repalr or repLace a speclalty
ltem, repaIr tank or pipe supports.

Replace SOX of tanks QI piplng and
specialties.

Replace entlre system.

64 Heat Exchanger M 2
for Space/
Water Heatmg

35 35 A 3

S 4

65 Boi lersl M
Hydronic
Packaged Unit

A* 2

Need for repalr and/or replacement of a
mlnor component, wlth associated system
adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements.

System operatlng at low efflclency
desplte good maintenance; shell exhlblts
no corrOSlon

System operates at Low efflclency, shell
corroded and leaks.

Need for repaIr and/or replacement of
mlnor components, wlth associated system
adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements.

One of the major system components
(burner, boiler, cast iron sectlons,
insulatlon, combustion chamber) has
deteriorated beyond economic repalr.

Clean tubes, control adjustments/
replacements, tighten Joints and valve
packings, replace head gaskets, repalr/
replace stralners, traps, supports.

Retube heat exchanger or replace steam
or HW ~upply and return system.

Replace system.

Clean tUbes, "tune up" burner, repalr
mlnor leaks 1n shell or tubes or cast
lron sectlons, repalr refractory brlck,
repalr burner, repalr minor lnsulatlon
patches, replace controls and gauges.

Major overhaul or replacement of a
major component.
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System
Number System Name

Subsystems
(,f appli

cable)
L1fe Expectancy

Elderly FamTly
Model

Treatment
FlX

Level Condlt10n Descrlptlon Repalr/RepLacement Event

66

67

68

69

Hot Alr
Furnace System

Flue Exhaust
System

Combust Ton Air
System

Boi ler Room
P1ping

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

A*

A

M

A*

A

M

A*

A

A*

A

A*

A*

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

4

2

3

Two of the major systems have
deterlorated beyond economic repalr.

Total system 1S beyond 1ts useful llfe
and/or economIc repair.

Need for repalr and/or replacement of a
minor component, with assoc1ated system
adjustments, repairs and/or replacements

Burner, combust10n chamber or fan faulty,
beyond economic repa1r.

Entlre system is beyond economlC repa1r
and useful life.

Need for repair and/or replacement of a
mlnor component, wlth assoclated system
adjustments, repairs and/or replacements.

One major component (fan, lnsulatlon,
breechlng/specialties) 1S deterlorated
beyond economic repa1r.

Breeching is excessively corroded, fan 1S
1noperat1ve, specialties are 1noperat1ve,
and system is beyond ~conomic repair.

Fan or preheater deteriorated beyond
repalr.

All major components are excessTvely
worn, or physically abused; system 1S
beyond economic repa1r.

Need for repair and/or replacement up to
19r. of piping, with assoclated system
adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements.

20-50% of the plplng needs replacement
from corrosion, leakage.

Major overhaul or replacement of two
major components.

Replace system.

IITune Upll burner, adjust/replace
controls, patch small air leaks, secure
loose mounts, clean/replace humidifler,
lube fan, clean flue, adjust draft
controls.

Replace the faulty component.

Replace system

Patch insulatlon, repalr small leaks 1n
breeching, repalr breechlng supports,
adjust pollutlon monitorlng controls,
adjust draft dampers and/or controls,
clean breechlng and stack, repaTr noisy
fans.

Replace fan, replace lnsulatTon,
replace 30% or more of the breechlng
and speclaLtles.

Replace entire system

Replace fan or preheater, as lndlcated.

Replace entIre system.

Replace lnd,cated plplng.

Replace 1ndicated p1p1ng.
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Subsystems
Life Expectancy ModelSystem (if appl,- Fl.

Nunber System Name cable) Elderly ~ Treatment !&&t ConditIon Descrlpt10n RepaIr/Replacement Event

50 50 A 4 Chronic corrosIon of JOInts, valves and Replace entire system.
straIners, resultIng 1n excessIve leaks
or possibility of systemIc failures;
majority of piping needs replacement.

70 Boiler Room M Jacket 1S torn or loose on 60% or less or Secure jacket with hIgh temp. tape or
Pipe insulation is missing on 20% or Less. band clamps, patch torn jackets or
Insulation missing lnsulation.

S 2 Insulation is missing or damaged on Secure jacket wIth hlgh temp. tape or
approximateLy 21-407. of insulation. band clamps, patch torn jackets or

missIng lnsulatlon.

S 3 InsulatIon 15 misslng or damaged on Repalr damaged or mlsslng insulation.
approximately 41-60% of insulatlon.

S 4 Majority of lnsulatl0n is damaged from Replace entire lnsulation.
plpe leaks, roof leaks, etc. and 60r. or
more of the lnsulatlon needs to be
replaced.

71 Plant Hot 15 15 A 2 One major component (pump and motor, Replace lndicated component.
\Jater expansion tank(s), air separator) 15
Circulation deteriorated.

A* 3 Two major components are deteriorated. Replace the two ,ndlcated components.

A* 4 All of the major components are Replace the entlre system.
deteriorated.

72 Blowdown and M 2 Need for repair and/or repLacement of a Replace lnJectl0n pump and/or chemical
Yater minor component, with associated system storage tank. Replenlsh chemical
Treatment adjustment, repairs and/or replacements. Solutlon, adjust blow-down timer; clean

tank and draln, clean clogged lines;
tlghten leaky JOlnts and fittlngs.

25 25 A 3 Blowdown tank or blowdown vaLves wlth Replace one component.
timer exhibit corroslon.

A* 4 Blowdown tank and valves and controls are Replace entire system.
beyond repair along with the chemicaL
treatment system.

73 Condensate and M Need for repalr and/or replacement of a Replace Level controls of tanks and/or
Feedwater mlnor component, wlth assoclsted system boilers/HX; replace feedwater valve(s).
System adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements. Clean/replace steam ttaps, strainers;

tIghten leaky Joints and f'ttingsktighten valve packfngsi patch tan
insulation.

----------------------------
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Subsystems
system (If appli- LIfe Expectancr Model FIX
Number System Name cable) Elderly ~ Treatment LeveL CondItIon Description RepaIr/Replacement Event

25 25 A 2 One major component (pumps, tanks, Replace indIcated component.
pIpIng) faulty and/or corroded.

A* 3 Replace two or more major components. Replace Indlcated components.

A* 4 Entire system 1$ deterIorated beyond Its Replace entIre system.
useful life and economic repalr. All of
the major components need replacement.

74 Central 15 15 A 4 Controller 1$ lnoperative. Replace entire system.Spacing
Temperature
Control

75 BU1Ldlng 20 20 A 2 Zone vaLve, actuator or weatherstat Replace either a faulty zone valve,HeatIng Zone faul ty. actuator or weatherstat.Valve

A* 4 Entire system is old or physicalLy abused Replace entlre system.
and inoperative.

76 BUIlding M Need for repair and/or repLacement of up Repalr supports, patch lnsuLation,Heat ing RIsers to 19% condu1t with associated system patch or repLace leaky sections, capand ~djustments, repairs and/or replacements. off open-ended ducts, clean cloggedDlstnbution return Ltnes that are in good
condltl0n.

101-106 A* 2 20-40% of conduit needs work as a result Replace Indicated runs and lnsulate all201-202 S of environmental or internal corrosion, exposed conduit.
abuse, etc. or conduit 1S not lnsuLated
properly.

101-106 A* 3 41-70% of conduit needs work as e result Replace indIcated runs and insulate all201-202 S of environmental or internal erosion, exposed condul t.
abuse, etc. or conduit is not insulated
properly.

101-106 75 75 A 4 Greater than 70Y. repLacement need Replace entlre system.201-202 S indicates a systemic problem, thus system
is not economIcally repalrable.

77 Ventilation 15 15 A 2 Fan is 1noperatlve. NA for Type 2. Replace fan.and Exhaust
Systems

S 3 Fan is inoperative; up to 10% of ductwork Replace fan, indicated ductwork or
is corroded and needs to be replaced or water/filler media.
water/filler media dysfunctl0nal. NA for
Type 2.
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Subsystems
System (,f arpli- Life Expectancy Model FIX
Number System Name cab e) ELderly FamIly Treatment Level Condltl0n DeSCflptlon Repair/RepLacement Event

S 4 Total ductwork is corroded, abused and Replace entlre system. Appl fcable for
beyond economic repalri or totaL locaL only.
evaporatlve cooler system dysfunctlonal.

78 Air A* 2 compressor and/or fan dysfunctl0naLi Half of the condltloning equlpment
Conditiomng requires replacement. (NA 11 slngle room needs major overhaul or repLacement;

air conditioning) condensing units or evaporators; pumps
(fans).

101,206 15 15 A 4 EntIre system 15 beyond economic repalr Replace entire system.
111 5 5 and useful llfe.

79 Gas Supply 30 30 A 4 Sole or both components and plplng are Replace PRV rl9 and pump when both
Station beyond useful life or are unsafe or are present or the applicable one when only

lnoperative. one 1s present.

80 Building Gas 30 30 A Replacement or repslf of 10% or less of Replace lndlcated plping and supports.
Distributlon piping and supports due to corrosion or

abuse.

A* 2 11-30% of p,plng 15 corroded from Replace the 11-30% of plping and
weather, storm leaks, etc and needs to supports.
be replaced; problem 15 local.

S 4 CorrOSlon and leakage is syste~lC If Replace entIre distrlbutlon.
beyond 30% of repLacement.

81 Domestic Hot M Need for repalr and/or replacement of one Adjust/repLace temperature controls;
Water mlnor component, with assocIated system clean heat exchanger; IItune Upll burner;
Generation adjustments, repairs and/or replacements. tlghten leaky flttlngs and valve

ApproximateLy 10% needs replacement. NA packlngs; replace gaskets; reRLace
for SFAD or in-unlt. small clrculatlng pumps or ot er

perlpherals; patch lnsulatl0n; cLean
solar paneLs.

A* 2 Need for repalr and/or repLacement of Adjust/replace temperature controLs;
severaL mlnor components, wlth assoclated clean heat exchanger, "tune u,t burner,
system adjustments, repalrs and/or tlghten Leaky fittlngs and va ve
replacements. Approxlmately 30% needs packings; replace gaskets; replace
replacement. NA for SFAD or In-unlt. small clrculatlng pumps or other

peripherals; patch Insulation; clean
solar panels.

A* 3 Major component requlres major overhaul Replace either the burner(s) or all of
or replacement. ApprOXImately 50% needs the ~erlpherals and tank insulatIon or
repLacement. NA for SFAD or In-unlt. retu e heat exchanger or replace

combustlon chamber; replace solar
panels.

20 20 A 4 System is beyond economlC repalr. Replace system.
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Subsystems
System (if appll· Llfe Expectancy Model FIX
Number System Name cabLe) Elderly Fsmlly Treatment ~ Condltion DeSCflptlon RepaIr/Replacement Event

82 Sui Ldlng M Need for repaIr and/or replacement of up RepaIr/repLace IndIcated pIpIng and
DomestIc Hot to 19% of total pIpIng or up to 30Y. lnsulation; repaIr small leaks;
end Cold Water InsulatIon, wIth assocIated system repaIr/replace pIpe supports.
DistributIon adjustments, repairs and/or replacements.

A* 2 20~40% of total piping needs replacement Replace IndIcated piping and
as a result of corrOSIon and/or physIcaL lnSUlatlons.
abuse.

A* 3 Complete hot Qt cold water dIstrIbution Replace hot Qt cold water dIstrIbutIon.
system needs replacement.

50 50 A 4 Hot and cold water system is corroded and Replace ent1re hot and cold water
suffers from exceSS1ve leaks. distnbutlon.

83 Domestic Cold M 2 Need for repalr and/or replacement of a Replace pump seal, repack valve glands,
Water Supply mlnor component, wlth assoclated system replace water softener treatment medla.
Statlon adjustments, repalrs and/or replacements.

A* 3 One major component (~ump and motor, Replace lndlcated component.
brine tank, house tan) If faulty.

30 30 A 4 Ent1re system 1S beyond economlC repa1r Replace system.
as a result of corrOSlon, wear and tear
or physical abuse.

84 Sewage A* 2 Un1t is inoperatlve due to faulty and RepLace the tank, pump or motor.
Ejectors major component, or tank leaks

excessiveLy.

A* 3 Pump and motor are lnoperatlve and beyond Replace pump and motor.
repslr.

50 50 A 4 System is beyond economlC repal r. Replace all system.

85 Sump Pumps A* 2 Motor inoperative. Replace motor.

20 20 A 4 System 1S beyond economlC repal r. Replace all of the components.

86 Sui ldlng M Need for repair and/or replacement of up Replace affected plping.
Sani tary Waste to 19% of piping, wlth assoclated system
and Vent adjustments, repa1rs and/or replacements.
D1stribution

S 2 20·40X of the pipIng leaks from corrosion Replace affected piping.
or ltS free area is clogged from
unremovable corrOS10n.
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Condition Oescrlptlon Repalr/Replacement Event

87

88

89

90

91

92

Fire Pumps

FHe
Suppression
System

Smoke and
Venti lation
ControL

Power
Transformer
Station

Electrlc
Dlstributlon
Center

BUllding Power
\.Iirmg

100
202-206

202-206

20

15

20

15

s

s

A*

A

M
X

E

M

A

S

E

E

E

E

M

3

4

2

4

2

3

2

3

4

2

3

4

4

3

41-70% of piplng leaks from corroslon, or
its free area is clogged from unremovable
corrosion.

Basement runs and rlsers are all clogged,
deteriorated, and leak; lf thlS lS 71% or
greater, problem is systemlc.

Either pump or motor lnoperative.

System is beyond repalr and/or useful
life.

Ext,ngu,sher and/or sprinkler head(s)
and/or tamper flow sWltches are damaged
or missing.

Sprinkler/standpipe statlon lS
dysfunctlonal.

Statlc pressure controls and components
are dysfunctlonal.

Fan motor dysfunctional

Entlre system 18 beyond economic repair.

SWltch gear falled. _

Transformer falled.

Transformer and sWltch gear falled.

Panel lS IIburnt~outll or physlcaLLy
abused; serVlce feeders burnt out.

Up to 50% of the Wlre or condult needs to
be replaced as a result of a detectable
cause such as an equipment failure,
inciner~tor fire, copper-to-aluminum
connectlons, etc.

Replace affected plping.

Replace the entlre system incLudlng
vent stacks.

Replace indicated component.

Replace system.

Replace appropriate component.

Overhaul/replace sprlnkler/standplpe
statl0n.

Replace sensors and controls; repair
supply/rellef dampers.

Replace the fan motor.

Replace the entire system.

Replace switch gear.

Replace transformer.

Replace transformer, switchgear, and
wirmg.

Replace entire panel. Panel and
serVlce.

Replace affected Wlre and copper to
aluminum connectl0ns wlth copper to
copper.
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Subsystems
System (if appli- Life Expectancr Modal Fix
Number System Name cable> E[der Ly .E.m!ll..!.'l Treatment Level Condition Descrlption Repslr/Replacement Event

S 4 More than SOX of W1re needs to be Replace entire w1ring within bUildIng
replaced as a result of systemIc overload
or service does not meet local codes for
D.U. ampaclty rating_

93 Emergency M Emergency light Unl! faUlty. Replace unit.
L,ghts and
Power

11-23 M 2 Cracked block, thrown rod, bearlngs, Repair/replace lndlcated component(s)
valves, fuel pump and/or Injectors gone. with assocIated system adjustments,

repalrs and/or replacement.
11-23 35 35 A 4 Multiple mlnor and major components of Replace generator.

genera!or dysfunctIonal; generator beyond
economIc repaIr.

94 Site Heating M 1H 19r. of pipIng damaged from ground Replace damaged piplng: patchDistribution shifts or local water table corrosion. Insulatl0n where damaged; repair pipe
supports where accesslble.

A* 2 20-40% of piping externally damaged from Replace damaged piping: patch
ground shifts or local water table insulatlon where damaged: repaIr plpa
corrosion~ supports where accessible.

A* 3 41-60% of pIpIng externally damaged from Replace damaged pIpIng; patch
ground Shlfts or local watar table insulation where damaged; repair pipe
corrOSl0n. supports where accessible.

40 40 A 4 Plping is internally corroded and leaks Replace entire system.
in 40% or greater pIpe runs indicating
systemIC corrosion or greater than 60% of
piping externaLly damaged~

95 Site Gas M 1~19r. of piping externally damaged from Replace the damaged piping.Oistributl0n ground shifts or local water table
corrosion.

'A* 2 20-40% of piping externally damaged from Replace the damaged piping.
ground shifts or local water table
corrosion.

A* 3 41-60% of piping externally damaged from Replace the damaged piping.
ground shifts or local water table
corrosion.

40 40 A 4 Piping is Internally corroded and leaks Replace the entire system.
in 40% or greater pipe runs lndlcating
systemic corrosion or greater than 60% of
pIping externally damaged.
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Subsystems
ModelSystem (if a~pli- Life Expectancy Fix

Number System Name cab e) Treatment level Condltion Descrlption Repalr/Replacement EventE1der 1y .f.m!l1.!Y:

96 Site Domestic M 1-19% of piping externally damaged from Replace the damaged plpes.
Cold Water ground shifts or local water table
Dlstrlbutl0n corrOSlon.

A* 2 20-40% of p'plng externally damaged from Replace the damaged piplng.
ground.shlfts or local water table
corrOSlon.

A* 3 41-60% of pIping externally damaged from Replace the damaged plplng
ground shifts or local water table
corrOSIon.

40 40 A 4 Plplng is internaLly corroded and leaks RepLace the ent,re system.
1n 40% or greater plpe runs indlcating
systemic corrOSlon or greater than 60% of
plplng externally damaged.

97 Site Domestlc M 1-19% of plplng externally damaged from Replace the damaged plplng.
Hot Water ground Shlfts or local water table
D1strl but 1on corrosion.

A* 2 20-40% of plp1ng externally damaged from Replace the damaged pIpIng.
ground ShIfts or local water table
corrOS10n.

A* 3 41-60% of pIpIng externally damaged from Replace the damaged pIplng.
ground Sh1fts or local water table
corrOS1on.

40 40 A 4 Piping 1S internally corroded and leaks Replace ent1re system.
in 40% or greater pipe runs indIcating
system1c corrOS10n or greater than 60% of
piping externally damaged.

98 Well Water A* 2 Pump and motor fauLty. Replace pump and motor.
System

30 30 A 3 Caslng and screen deter10rated. Replace caslng and screen.

30 30 A 4 System is beyond economlC repa1r and/or Replace entlre system.
useful Llfe, but wells are stlll actlve.

99 S te Power M Less than 20% of wIrIng needs to be Replace damaged Wlre and supports or
D stribution, replaced as a result of external abuse conduit.
Wring (e.g., trees, weather).

A* 2 20-40% of Wir1ng and supports need to be RepLace damaged W1re and supports or
replaced. conduit.
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Condltion Descrlptlon Repalr/Replacement Event

100

101

51 te Sam tary
Dlstnbutlon

Water Tank

40

65

40

65

A*

A

N

A*

A*

A

M

A*

A*

A

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

41-70% of Wlrlng and supports need to be
replaced.

Entlre system needs to be replaced

1-19% of system requires replacement.

20-40% of system requires replacement

41-70% of system requ1res replacement.

Greater than 70% of system requ1res
replacement.

Inslde water line on wood shows eVldence
of algae growth, water level float
lnoperative, heat trace on riser plpe
lnoperative, riser plpe has a small leak,
tank leaks in a couple of seams, heat
controls dysfunctlonal.

Moderate amount of repair required on
tank.

Steam or eLectric tank heater corroded or
dysfunctional, tank band clamps severely
corroded at threads.

Wood is rotted through and tank 1S
structurally unsound.

Replace damaged wire and supports or
condult.

Replace entlre system.

Replace indicated port10n of system.

Replace lndlcated portion of system

Replace lndlcated portlon of system

Replace the entlre system.

Clean and chlorlnate tank, replace
float sW1tch assembly, replace heat
trace, repalr leak in riser plpe,
tlghten band clamps to stop seam leak,
replace heater thermostat.

Moderate repal r.

Replace tank heater, replace band
clamps.

Replace ent1re system.

1 A represents an age-related accrual event.

A* represents an age-related accrual event that is captured by another accrual actlon. As a result, the A* event 1S redundant for forecast1ng
purposes.

M represents rout1ne maintenance.

S represents an event that would not occur had necessary repalrs been done on a tlmely basls.

E represents an extraordinary replacement event due to vandalism, fire, or acts of God.

X represents an event that was never observed. As a result, such events were excluded from the analysls.
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Appendix C

Survival Models used in the AFM

Th~~appendix provides an overv~ew of some of the theoretical principles
and emp~r~cal estimation steps that went into the development of the survival
models used in the AFM. There are several kinds of survival models that are
commonly used in forecasting. The Accrual Forecasting Model uses a
particular var~ety of survival model that we have called an "approach curve."
An approach curve predicts the average failure rate for a population of
individuals or items of constant size. The size is fixed, eVen though the
members of the population are mortal, because each member is replaced at
failure. Thus, this model is appropriate for predicting the replacement rate
of systems in the existing public housing stock, not because the housing stock
is presumed to be of constant size, but because the model is to forecast
accrual only for units that are currently ~n place.

The first two sections of this appendix discuss the theory of survival
modeling and describe the theoretical derivation of what we have called
"approach" curves from the survival distribution and hazard rate functions.
The next two sections describe the application of our survival models within
the AFM. The last section of this appendix briefly describes some of the
estimation procedures and results that were used to establish parameter values
for these models.

Overview of Survival Models

A survival model forecasts the probability of an event, usually death or
failure, of an individual or the frequency of that event within a homogeneous
set of individuals. In the AFM the individuals are site, building, and unit
systems; and approach curves are the type of survival model used to forecast
their aggregate failure rates. Approach curves predict the future failure
rate of an individual unit and all of its probable, subsequent replacement
units. Unlike other commonly used survival models, they do not assume that
failed un~ts leave the system. By contrast, two survival that assume that
failed un~ts leave the populat~on are.

• The hazard rate function. This function finds the probability of
failure as a funct~on of age As a forecasting tool it is used,
for example, to compute life insurance premiums; but it is also
valuable as regression specification to be used to estimate
parameter values for survival models.

• The survival distribution function. This function is also referred
to as the "survival curve" This downward-sloping curve gives the
fraction of individuals that survive from birth to apy given year.

Survival distribution functions were used during the development of the AFM to
obta~n some estimates of expected lives, but they are not used, per se, in the



forecasting model. Approach curves can be derived from hazard rate functions,
as the next sect10n explains in deta11

Approach Curves

Our empirical investigation of the Modernizat10n Needs inspection data
showed that the Gompertz distribut10n provided a good model of the survival of
major systems. l Exhibit C-l shows an example of Gompertz hazard rate and
survival functions. The expected life of a system with this survival function
is E(x) - 5 years. Thus, we could expect a new replacement system to last
about five years before 1t is replaced in turn by the next generat10n of that
system.

The approach curves used in the AFM take account of the replacement of
the current system and all successive generations of its replacements.
Exhibit C-2 illustrates how approach curves do this. The example system shown
in the exhibit starts out as a new installation with age of zero in the first
period. As the exhibit shows, the system can either fall or survive between
the first and second period If the system fails, 1t will be replaced in the
second period with a new system. If it surv1ves, 1t will be one year old in
the second period and w111 have a higher probability of failure

As the system passes from the second to the third per10d, it can have an
age of one or zero years. The approach curve accounts for this and for the
three possible outcomes in the third period. In general the approach curve
accounts for the possibility that a system can fail at any age. The
replacement systems then start through the same process of probabilistic
survival and failure at every age The approach curve itself is simply the
sum of all of these probabilities of failure. It is, therefore, the aggregate
probability of failure accounting for the failure of not only the original
system, but of all successive replacements.

More formally, the AFM generates approach curves from all of these
individual probabilities of failure by using a Markov chain method. With this
method we let X be a state vector describing either the frequency distribution
of system ages in the population or the probapility distribution for a single
system. For the example shown in Exhibit C-2 where the population initially
has just one brand-new system, we have

Xo = [1, 0, 0, . (3)

where the first element of Xo is the probability (in this case, 100 percent)
that this system started the first year with age zero. The other elements of
Xo, the probabilities that the system has ages 1, 2, etc., are all zero.

A Markov process needs a transition matrix, T, Wh1Ch operates on each
period's state vector to produce next period's state vector:

lThe inspection data recorded ages only for what were defined as "major"
systems, about half of all 101 systems.



Exhibit C-l

Hazard Rate and Survival Curves
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EXHIBIT C-2
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We construct the T matrix from the hazard rate functions as shown in
Exhibit C-3. The top of the exhibit shows the general way that the hazard
rate vector elements are used to construct the T matrix; the bottom half shows
the actual T matrix derived from the hazard rate function of Exhibit C-l. The
columns of T less one year indicate the current-period age of a system, while
the rows indicate the age next period. The value in each cell of T in column
c and row r is the probability that a system with age c will become an age r
system in the next year. Most of these probabilities are zero because the
only permissible transitions are aging one more year (the non-zero entries
just off the main diagonal) or failing and being replaced by a system with age
zero (shown in the first column).

If we use the Xn state vector from equation 3 and the T matrix shown ih
Exhibit C-3, we obtain this second-year distribution of the population:

Xl ~ [0.147, 0.853, 0 ... OJ (5)

The first element of Xl is the 14.7 percent probability that the system failed
and was replaced last year. The second element is the remaining 85 3 percent
probability that the system survived to the second year. We can multiply this
and subsequent X vectors by the T matrix to obtain the probable age
distribution for any future year. For instance, X13 looks like this:

X13 ~ [0.201, 0.172, 0.144, 0.119, 0.096, 0.075, 0.057, 0.042,
0.030,0.020, 0.013, 0 008, 0.005] (6)

Again, the first element of X13 is the overall probability of failure
for all systems given the probable age distribution from the previous period.
At this point the age distribution has become so dispersed that the system is
close to what is called "steady state." A steady-state population is
characterized by a stable mix of system ages and an equilibrium, long-run
failure rate equal to the inverse of the expected life (or mean time to
failure).2 The life expectancy of the system used in this example is five
years, notice that the first element of X13 has taken on a value very close to
0.20, the long-run equilibrium rate.

When the first elements of successive X vectors are collected in a
vector, themselves, as shown in Exhibit C-4, that vector is the aggregate
population death rate over time--the approach curve.

Forecasting When the Starting System Age is Available

In the example derivation we have used a system that enters the forecast
period with an age of zero. Thus the approach curve derived above is the kind
of curve that the forecasting program uses to predict the future experience of
a system targeted for replacement in the inspection data. However, many
systems recorded in the inspection data have lower fix levels and higher ages.
To derive the approach curve for these systems, the model uses a different

2In a steady-state population of fixed size the distribution of ages
among individuals will be equal to the survival distribution function divided
by the expected life.
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Exhibit C-3

Constructing the Transition Matrix from

the Hazard Rate Function

h(l) 1-h(1) . 0
h(2) 0 1-h(2) 0

T ~ h(i)

h(n)

o

o

1-h(i)

o

Example of T

o

1-h(n)

0.147 0 853 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.161 0.000 0 839 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000
0.175 0.000 0.000 0.825 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000 0.000
0.191 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.809 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.2080.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.792 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.2260.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.774 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.2470.0000.0000.0000.0000.000 0.000 0.753 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.2690.0000.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.731 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.2930.0000.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.707 0.000 0.000
0.319 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.681 0.000
0.348 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0 000 0.000 0 652
0.413 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000 0.000



Exhibit C-4

Tabulation or Approach Curve for Example System

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Failure Rate

0.147
0.159
0.169
0.178
0.185
0.191
0.195
0.198
0.200
0.201
0.202
0.201
0.201



starting X vector. For 1nstance, if the system is four years old we will
have:

[0 0 0 0 1 0 (7)

and an approach curve with a different shape but otherwise identical
derivation. Th~ shape of the approach curve wil~ be different, because the
first-year hazard rate for our example system would be 0 191, which 1S closer
to tre long-run ra~e. The curve will not haye so far to go to reach the long
run rate If the starting age is so high that the first-year hazard rate is
aboye the long-run failure rate, the approach curve will actually fall toward
the long-run rate

Forecasting When the System Age is Missing

Both of the examples of the Xo vector of the initial age distribution
apply to major system observations for which system age observations are
avallable. This approach can be carried one step farther to allow for
starting age distributions when the age of the system observation at hand is
unknown. The Xo vectors shown above are actually examples of degenerate
distr1butions; all of their probability mass is concentrated on one point. To
create an Xo vector for a minor system the model generates a non-degenerate
probability distribution for the missing age observation. This distribution
can be obtained by uS1ng some additional data and another survival modeling
technique.

The extra data are the observations on building ages. With the exception
of a few systems, the general building age is a good estimate of the length of
time since the first generation of a system was installed. If the building
age is much greater than the expected life of the system at hand, then there
is a high probability that the observed system is not the original, first
generation system that was installed when the building construction was
completed. Moreover, if there was a replacement it could have taken place
one, two, etc. years ago with a variety of probabilities We account for this
in the AFM by using the Markov model itself to estimate the probability
distr1bution of the age of the current system. This non-degenerate
probability distribution can then be used in vector form as a proxy for the
start1ng system age in the forecast. This probability distribution of system
age is derived using the same T matrices described above. Let n be the
general building age Then the model estimates the probability distribution
of the age of the current system as'

(8)

The vector ~ is then used as the starting age vector in the Markov
forecasting process, which proceeds identically in every other respect.

Estimation of Parameters for Survival Curves

The section above explains some of the theory of survival modeling.
Typically, the development of a survival model also requires data analysis and
statistical estimation. The survival models used in the AFM are based on both



subj ective and obj ective factors. The shape of the curves is based on the
estimated log-hazard rate curves fit to the inspection data.

The expected life of each function used in the forecast was determined by
the expert panel. The data analysis revealed that.there was a dependable
relationship between the expected life and the slope and intercept of the log
hazard rate function. This relationship was apparent when the regression
results were tabled and sorted by system expected life. For system expected
lives over the range of S to 20 years, the intercepts and slopes exhibited a
dependable linear relationship. Moreover, systems with expected lives that
were about the same tended, also, to have slopes and intercepts that were very
close in value. There were no systems with sufficient observations for
regress~on analysis that yielded expected lives outside of that range, so
judgment had to be used to derived intercept and slope estimates.

In any case, the AFM uses a single approach curve to model the failure
rate of any system with a g~ven expected life. Therefore, the AFM chooses the
slope and intercept parameters from the table shown in Exhibit C-4 and
constructs the approach curve using the methodology described above.
Exhibits C-S to C-7 are plots of three selected curves generated by the
parameters shown in Exhibit C-4:



Exhibit C-S

Survival Curve Parameters
by Life Expectancy

Life Expectancy

5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14 00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
23.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40 00
50 00
65.00
75.00

100.00

Intercept

-1. 69000
-1. 90042
-2.10639
-2 29475
-2.47227
-2.64301
-2.80698
-2.96959
-3 12814
-3.28669
-3.44388
-3.60378
-3.76639
-3.93171
-4.10110
-4.27455
-6.50000
-8 00000
-8.50000
-9.00000

-10 00000
-11.00000
-12.00000
-12.50000
-13.00000

0.0165000
0.0189652
0.0241150
0.0288243
0.0332626
0.0375315
0.0416310
o 0456966
o 0496605
0.0536245
0.0575546
0.0615524
0.0656180
0.0697514
0.0739864
0.0783230
0.1839000
0.2375000
0.2107000
0.1923500
0.1933500
0.172450
0.1455400
0.1314800
0.0786000
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This appendix defines the sources of the difference between the Total
Backlog Cost presented in the Abt Modernization Needs Report and the Total
Backlog Cost produced by ICF Inc in the course of conducting the Accrual
Study The backlog cost reported by Abt was 9,307 million dollars in 1985
dollars, as compared to the cost of 8,520 million dollars in 1985 dollars
produced by ICF. The factors which impinge on the difference in the
Modernization Totals can be thought of as belonging to three families;
changes, procedural changes, and weight changes. Each of these factors
discussed in Appendix D.

system
of the
the

Procedural Changes /'
The first procedural change to be discussed deals with what has become

known as the n $100 Cut Rule. n This is a rule which was im~s"'d by Abt in an
effort to discriminate between normal operating and mai~trenance expenses and
capital repair expenses. In order to eliminate observ~tions which might be
considered normal operating and maintenance expenses, all individual fix
observations costing less than $100 prior to weighting were eliminated from
the analysis. The problem with this rj.lle is that the $100 limit is an
arbitrary figure that ideally should vary according to the location and
of the observation. Due to the complexity of such a rev1sion 1n the use
rule, the rule was dropped from the analysis performed by ICF. This had
effect of raising the total FIX estimate.

The second procedural change implemented by ICF was to change the
builder's profit function used in calculating the total cost of the fixes. Abt
had used the sum of the un-weighted costs in a development as the index into
the profit function to determine the builder profit to be added to the costs
for the development. This tends'to over-estimate the builder profit to be
applied to the costs in a development. The builder profit should be calculated
on the sum of the weighted costs within a development. This approach was used
by ICF and had the effect,pf reducing the FIX estimate.

/

For example, ac~ding to sampling theory, each of the observed
buildings represent~ome number of unobserved buildings in the total
population of builqings within a development. Hence, the correct total to be
used in calculating the builder profit is the weighted total, S1nce the
weighted total y~ptures the costs associated with those buildings which were
not observed. This will lead to a builder profit based on the estimation of
the true' amount of repair work which needed to be done. If the builder profit
were not a -function of the cost within the development, then the weighting
would n~tr be necessary.

/
/

Data Changes

The first of the data changes to be discussed deals with the
observations made in several developments in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. These



changes involved the elimination of SITE observations made which should not
have been recorded. Specifically, these were instances where a SITE
observation booklet was f1lled out when the dwelling unit observed was an
element in a row-house structure, only one unit of which was owned by the PHA
The site observation was not appropriate, as the measurements typically
covered the entire row-house structure, or an entire city block.

The second type of data change made by ICF were edits to the quantity
field of the observational records. As a result of errors in the data
instrument, mismatches 1n the unit of analysis between cost and quantity
files, errors in the computer algorithm that generated the data base, as w~ll

as keypunch and coding errors, a significant number of records had -
unreasonably high or low per-dwelling unit quantities and costs. In order to
correct these mistakes, algor1thmic procedures were used to insure a
reasonable and internally cons1stent dataset based on the interrelationships
between, for example, roof surface and foundation perimeter. In the
algorithms, both the upper and lower ends of the quantity distribution were
examined and corrected.

In certain systems, the inspector was to note a percentage of the total
quantity which was to be fixed, and the quantity used in the FIX estimation
was derived from the 1nspectors's percentage and the total quantity stated in
the location's take-off data. In these cases, -ICF used the total quantity as
opposed to taking a percentage of the total quantity due to the inconsistency
in the percenrages present in the original Abt FIX file.

The third type of data change made was the elimination of invalid
duplicate records. After consultation with Abt, a number of systems were
defined for which duplicate records were allowable. For other systems, ICF
eliminated the duplicates

Weight Changes

The changes made to the sub-development weights were to account for
buildiIlgs and dwelling units that were sampled but, for one reason or another,
were not observed in the 1nspection phase of the study. Therefore, a change to
the weights assigned to the observed locations was necessary so that the
observed locations would represent the appropriate number of uIlobserved
locations.

Summary

In calculating the national FIX estimate, all of the procedural, data,
and weight changes were implemented, producing an estimate of $8,520 million
(in 1985 dollars). A breakdown of the backlog estimate by HUD Region and Area
Office is given in Exhibit Dl.



Exhibit D1

Backlog (1985) Within HUD Regional
and Area Offices

(1988 Dollars, in Millions)*

No of FIX Percent Percent
Projects Cost of Total of Total
Sampled (millions) Cost Units

Region I
Boston, MA 53 $175 1 88% 2.8%
Hartford, CT 22 $111 1 19% 1 5%
Manchester, NH 12 $24 0 26% 0.8%
Providence, RI 15 -ill o 30% 0.8%

Regional Total 102 $338 3 63% 5 9%

Region II
Buffalo, NY 8 $212 2 28% 2.0%
New York, NY 70 $1,065 11.45% 12.6%
Newark, NJ 53 $535 5.75% 3.8%
San Juan, PR 41 S784 8.43% 5.0%

Regional Total 172 $2,596 27 91% 23.4%

Region III
Baltimore, MD 15 $275 2.95% 1. 9%
Charleston, IN 7 $12 o 12% o 5%

$893 4'.0%
,

Philadelphia, PA 57 9.60%
Pittsburgh, PA 30 $268 2.88% 2.5%
Richmond, VA 16 $102 1.10% 1.6%
Washington, DC .21. S155 1.66% 1.2%

Regional Total 147 $1,704 18.32% 11. 7%

Reg~on IV
Atlanta, GA 28 $220 2 36% 4.5%
Birmingham, AL 19 $168 1 81% 3.3%
Columbia, SG 6 $65 0.70% 1.2%
Greensboro, NG 40 $143 1 53% 3.0%
Jackson, MI 9 $228 2.45% 1 0%
Jacksonville, FL 17 $267 2 87% 3.3%
Louisville, KY 12 $161 1. 73% 2.0%
Knoxville, TN 17 $95 1.02% 1.2%
Nashville, TN 10 S1l5 1.24% 2.0%

Reg~ona1 Total 158 $1,461 15.71% 21.5%



Exhibit Dl (Continued)

No. of FIX Percent Percent
Projects Cost ,of Total of Total
Sampled (millions) Cost Units

Region V
Chicago, IL 55 $656 7.05% 6 1%
C1ncinnat1, OR 10 $90 0.97% 1.1%
Cleveland, OR 26 $212 2.28% 2.4%
Columbus, OR 5 $28 0.30% 0.8%
Detroit, MI 32 $190 ' 2.04% 1.6%
Grand Raplds, MI 9 $40 o 43% 0.7%
Indianapolis, IN 24 $71 0.77% 1.4%
Milwaukee, WI 19 $56 o 60% 1.0%
Minn/St Paul, MN 12 $114 1 22% 1. 7%

Regional Total 192 $1,457 15.67% 16 6%

Region VI
Dallas, TX 7 $139 1.50% 2.7%
Houston, TX 7 $44 0.47% 0.7%
Little Rock, AR , 8 $32 0.35% 1.2%
New Orleans, IA I 15 $218 2.35% 2.5%
Oklahoma City, ot 7 $97 1.05% 1.0%
San Antonio, TX 15 ---.liQ 0.75% 1 8%

Regional Total 59 $601 6.46% 9.9%

Region VII
Des Moines, IA 9 $27 0.29% 0.3%
Kansas City, MO 11 $83 0.90% 1.2%
Omaha, NE 18 $48 0.52% o 6%
St. Louis, MO 16 $146 1 57% 1.2%

Regional Total 54 $305 3.28% 3.3%

Region VIII
Denver, CO 10 $92 0.99% 1.3%

Region IX
Honolulu, RI 10 $43 0.46% o 5%
Los Angeles, CA 14 $252 2.71%- 1.5%
Phoenix, AZ 11 $37 0.39% 0.4%
Sacramento, CA 4 $68 0.73% 0.4%
San Francisco, CA 22 ' $220 2.36% 1. 7%

Regional Total 61 $619 6.66% 4.4%



Exhibit D1 (Continued)

No. of FIX Percent Percent
Proj ects Cost of Total of Total
Sampled (millions) Cost Units

Region X
Anchorage, AK 5 $9 0.09% 0.1%
Portland, OR 10 $36 0.39% 0.5%
Seattle, ViA 26 $83 o 89% 1.3%

Regional Total 41 $128 1.37% 1. 9%

National Total 996** $9,302 100.0% 100.0%

Source: rCF Estimates

* These figures are based upon a sample of projects and are subject to sampling
error. Columns may not total exactly due to rounding error.

** The observations from four developments were dropped from the calculation
of this estimate due to the lack of any units being observed in the development.
The weights assigned to the remaining observations were modified to correct for
their elimination.
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